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We live in a 3D world which has embraced ever shrinking technologies, yet the techniques used 
to create these micro- and nanoscale technologies are inherently 2D. Self-assembly of 2D 
templates into 3D devices enables the creation of complex tools cheaply, efficiently, and in 
mass quantity. I utilize this technique to create stimuli-responsive microgrippers, which are 
shaped like hands with flexible joints and rigid phalanges and range in size from 10 µm to 4 mm. 
Intrinsic stress within the hinges provides all the energy necessary for gripping, and thus they 
require no wires or batteries for operation. Here, I demonstrate their use for both biomedical and 
defense applications. These microgrippers can be used as microsurgical tools, gripping onto 
tissue in response to body temperature and excising tissue from the gastrointestinal tract in both 
in vivo and ex vivo porcine models. A Monte Carlo model confirmed that these tiny tools has a 
higher probability of sampling tissue from a lesion as compared to the traditional biopsy foreceps. 
These grippers were scaled down to 10 µm and used to capture single cells for in vitro isolation, 
imaging, and assays. All-polymeric, porous, stimuli-responsive therapeutic grippers or 
“theragrippers” which swell and de-swell around body temperature were created for drug 
delivery applications. These theragrippers can be loaded with commercial drugs for biphasic, 
site-specific controlled release and were successfully demonstrated in an in vitro and an in vivo 
model.  For defense applications, integrating microelectronics like RFID’s onto the 
microgrippers creates tagging, tracking, and locating (TTL) devices capable of latching onto 
clothing, hair, and moving animal targets. This integrated design is enabled using high 
throughput solder-based self-assembly. This defense application, particularly reliant on covert, 
wireless technology, benefits from our novel photothermal actuation mechanism using low 
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power, handheld lasers. In addition to triggering microgripper closing, this actuation scheme also 
enables complex sequential folding pathways, a step towards programmable matter. 
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1. Introduction 
Miniaturization of devices has permeated nearly every aspect of our lives in the 
21st century. Cell phones and personal computers, which rely on miniaturized transistors 
and integrated circuits, enable freedom of information unimaginable in the days of punch 
cards and room-sized computing machines. Miniaturized biomedical devices like the 
PillCam and laproscopic surgical equipment have made diagnosis and surgery minimally 
invasive, facilitating fast recovery times and improved quality of life for patients. 
Microtechnology in fields such as chemical and biological sensing, GPS and navigation, 
and photonics and optoelectronics has also revolutionized aspects of national defense.  
Robotic pick-and-place, which has been utilized extensively in macro and 
mesoscale device assembly, is not suitable for building devices at the microscale and 
below due to the dominance of surface forces over gravity.[1] There are many methods of 
fabricating devices at these small size scales including traditional microfabrication and 
photolithography, 3D fabrication methods like micromachining, stereolithography, 3D 
printing, and self-assembly of 2D templates into 3D devices. Each of these methods has 
its own advantages and disadvantages in terms of cost, efficiency, yield, size scale, and 
material compatibility.  
The actuation mechanisms which control the movement of microscale devices are 
just as wide-ranging. The best known of these schemes is electrical actuation used in 
microelectromechanical systems (MEMS), but there are many more including pneumatic, 
magnetic, optical, thermal, chemical, and even biological. As with fabrication methods, 
each actuation scheme has its own advantages and disadvantages, but for biomedical and 
defense applications, several traits are predominantly important.  
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Wireless or untethered actuation and control facilitate movement, particularly 
navigation through narrow conduits, and thus allow an operator to remove himself or 
herself from the device. For biomedical applications, untethered locomotion and 
actuation enable microsurgical tools to navigate the body without hindrance. Drug 
delivery, surgery, and medical imaging would all benefit from ease of access and 
navigation in hard-to-reach areas of the body. For defense applications, wireless control 
can keep soldiers out of harm’s way. Just as unmanned air vehicles (UAV) attempt to 
remove pilots from danger while still performing necessary reconnaissance, wireless 
robotics and devices could in the same way protect soldiers.  
Low power and novel energy sources are also important for these devices. 
Electrical actuation schemes almost always derive power from wires, batteries, or 
wirelessly through antennas. However, on the microscale, both on-board batteries and 
antennas are impractical because of their size limitations. Novel devices which gather 
power from chemicals, lasers, or their surroundings are becoming more popular on small 
scales.  
This work details novel microscale tools which are untethered and responsive to 
their surrounding environment. These tools require no batteries or antennas for energy. 
Here, we demonstrate these tools in several biomedical applications as surgical and drug 
delivery devices. Because they are tetherless and stimuli-responsive, they can easily 
navigate the conduits of the body and perform their given task at a prescribed time. We 
also utilize these tools in defense applications, primarily for covert reconnaissance. Here, 
the wireless nature of the tools allows them to attach to a target of interest and carry with 
them a payload such as a transponder tag. The Department of Defense has specifically 
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spoken of the need for significantly smaller devices which are both low cost and low 
power for reconnaissance activities. No device currently used is small enough to pass the 
“naked man test”, wherein a tracking device is small enough to escape detection on a 
naked body. The tools described in this work fulfill all of these needs because of their 
small size, wireless actuation, and novel low power schemes, eliminating the need for a 
massive antenna or battery.  
      1.1 Microfabrication methods for 3D device creation 
Traditional microfabrication techniques, particularly photolithography, are 
primarily used to create microscale devices. These methods excel at creating 2D 
integrated circuits that have revolutionized electronics. They have also been used 
extensively in the development of MEMS. However, these methods are limited in their 
ability to create 3D devices because they are inherently 2D, created in single layers on a 
flat substrate. Several methods have since been developed to overcome this limitation: 
multi-layer photolithography, direct-write techniques, 3D printing, and self-assembly are 
some of the most popular.  
3D structures can be formed from the serial patterning of multiple 2D layers. 
These patterns can either be fabricated using surface micromachining[2, 3] or built up by 
wafer stacking or bonding to create a 3D structure (Figure 1.1 a-c).[4, 5] The lithographic 
technique known as LIGA utilizes photolithography and electrodeposition to create 3D 
masters which can be repeatedly used with molding or embossing to replicate the 
master.[6] However, developing the master is serial and expensive, but once fabricated, 
this process is highly efficient.    
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Several microfabrication techniques eliminate the need for a photomask to define 
patterning. Stereolithography is a serial process in which multiple layers of photocurable 
material are sequentially deposited and cured using a beam of ultraviolet (UV) light. 
Excess, uncured resin is eventually removed, leaving a well defined 3D part.[7] A similar 
technique known as multiphoton absorption (MPA) or multiphoton polymerization 
(MPP) uses a focused laser beam to photocrosslink a liquid acrylic resin into 3D 
objects.[8] This technique, as in LIGA, can be used to create a master structure, which can 
be replicated with soft lithography to increase yield.[9]  
3D printing has recently become a popular method of small scale fabrication, but 
success depends on the quality of the printer. Sun et al. printed lithium ion microbatteries 
with alternating anode and cathode inks printed with 30 µm resolution and high aspect 
ratios (Figure 1.1 d).[10] Manoor et al. recently demonstrated the concurrent printing of 
silicone, metal nanoparticles, and a cell laden hydrogel to create a “bionic ear” (Figure 
1.1 e).[11] By patterning microelectronics into a 3D cell scaffold, they have created a 
biological device capable of sensing electromagnetic signals. 
Nature can also provide guidance on the fabrication of microscale devices. From 
salt crystals, to proteins in our body, to the folds in our brain, nature uses self-assembly to 
build 3D devices. Self-assembly creates an ordered, complex structure from many 
individual disordered pieces, and is highly efficient and robust. Viruses, for example, 
utilize interactions between proteins to assemble into specific conformations ideal for 
infecting a host (Figure 1.1 f).[12, 13] Researchers can harness the power of self-assembly 
to create 3D devices and structures from natural molecules or synthetic building blocks. 
*Portions of this text are reprinted with permission from: Microchemomechanical Systems, J. S. 
Randhawa, K. E. Laflin, N. Seelam, D. H. Gracias, Advanced Functional Materials 21, 13, 2395-2410 
(2011). Copyright © 2011 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim. 
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For example, DNA has been used to create 3D nanoscale devices which can change 
conformation on demand (Figure 1.1 g).[14]  
1.2 Microscale self-folding actuation mechanisms* 
The actuation of microscale devices is as wide-ranging as the fabrication methods. 
Mechanical actuation at small size scales is primarily effected using pneumatic, hydraulic, 
or electrical actuation. These actuation schemes are well-developed, offering fast 
response times, high precision, reliability, and programmability. However, these methods 
typically require the use of a tether or a wire through which gas, liquid, or electricity 
flows. Tethered actuation presents a significant challenge at small size scales and 
constrains the operation of miniaturized devices to planar substrates. After such devices 
are released from the substrates on which they are fabricated, tethering restricts device 
maneuverability, especially in coiled or hard-to-reach places—such as those encountered 
within the human body or microfluidic channels in lab-on-a-chip devices. Wireless 
electrical devices provide an attractive solution to eliminate external wiring; however, 
wireless energy coupling to antennas, especially in the widely utilized GHz frequency (1 
GHz = 30 cm) range, becomes increasingly inefficient as the antenna size decreases. 
Several alternative actuation schemes – thermal, magnetic, optical, and chemical 
actuation – are becoming increasingly popular as wireless, small scale actuation methods. 
These methods have facilitated the devices discussed in this thesis. 
1.2.1 Electrical actuation 
The rapid development of the field of MEMS in the 1990's produced a variety of 
electromechanical actuators using planar multilayer patterning techniques. MEMS 
devices provide unprecedented reconfigurablility, rapid responsivity, programmability, 
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and reliability. These attributes allow a high degree of versatility in a range of 
engineering applications, and allow conversion of electrical signals into mechanical 
forces and vice versa. Digital micromirror displays (DMD) (Figure 1.2 a) employ 
electromechanical actuation to rotate microscale mirrors mounted on torsional hinges, 
which can deflect the mirrors by ±10°, thereby enabling digitization of the display.[15] 
The size of each micromirror can be as small as 13 μm, resulting in a high resolution 
display (1280 by 720 pixels), and the micromirror units have a lifetime of 100,000 hours 
(>10 years). These qualities make the DMD technology reliable for commercial 
applications, and as a result the technology is currently being employed by more than 30 
major projector manufacturers. Another important application of electromechanical 
actuation is the integration of battery-powered gears and transmission systems on the 
microscale (Figure 1.2 b), which enable these microstructures to rotate with speeds as 
high as 250,000 rpm.[16] Electromechanical actuation has also been utilized in biomedical 
applications such as diagnostic tools and assays,[17] micropumps,[18, 19] and a variety of 
devices for drug delivery[20-22] and surgery.[23, 24] Electromechanical actuation using 
miniaturized electromagnetic coils or micromachined piezoelectric modules is finding 
extensive applications in probing cell mechanics.[25] 
In addition to electromechanical actuation, electrochemical mechanisms are also 
often used to drive mechanical actuation, especially for applications within liquid media. 
For example, electrochemical actuation has been used to enable reconfigurable structures. 
These devices were fabricated with rigid panels and flexible hinges made with 
lithographically patterned polypyrrole/gold (PPy/Au) bilayers (Figure 1.2 c). Polypyrrole 
is a conducting polymer that swells with the application of voltage due to ion permeation. 
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In a bilayer, this swelling causes a differential stress and therefore the electrical actuation 
of hinges in three-dimensional structures.[26] 
1.2.2 Pneumatic Actuation 
Pneumatic actuation utilizes the compression or expansion of a gas or liquid to 
produce mechanical actuation. Advantages of pneumatic actuation include high energy 
density, mechanical force, significant length displacements, reversibility and design 
flexibility.[27] This actuation strategy has been used in integrated microdevices, such as 
those which employ inflatable polymeric balloons as hinges (Figure 1.3 a). When the 
polymeric balloons within these hinges are inflated, they cause integrated rigid panels to 
bend. This concept has been extended to create the “microhand”, which uses series of 
balloon hinges connected with rigid silicon panels.[28] This microhand was reported to 
have a gripping force of approximately 5 mN per finger when actuated with 80 psi 
pneumatic pressure of air (Figure 1.3 b) and has been used to enable robotic surgery, 
particularly in ophthalmology. In surgery, it was demonstrated that the microhand could 
simulate retinal surgery during which it was able to manipulate and lift up the retina of 
pig eyes. In their studies, researchers demonstrated that this pneumatically actuated 
microhand was able to hold up to 1 g of test weights. Another noteworthy application of 
pneumatic actuation can be found in miniaturized valves. For example, researchers have 
developed polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)-based micropumps which utilize compressed 
air to inflate a diaphragm to open and shut valves.[29] This device mimics peristaltic 
motion and prevents backflow. Significant limitations of pneumatic actuation are based 
on the need for plumbing to enable liquid or gas flow, limiting miniaturization and 
maneuverability. 
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1.2.3 Magnetic Actuation 
Magnetic actuation is an attractive method to enable parallel actuation from afar. 
Magnetic actuation can be enabled in a tetherless manner using either permanent magnets 
or contactless electromagnetic coils. For example, micromachined flaps with 
electrodeposited permalloy have been actuated out of plane (Figure 1.4 a).[30] However 
these flaps return to their original flat profile as soon as the magnetic field is turned off. 
This limitation can be overcome through the use of an innovative design which utilizes 
primary and secondary locking hinges (Figure 1.4 b).[31] 
1.2.4 Optical Actuation 
Optical actuation schemes convert light energy to mechanical actuation by the 
optical alteration of the physical or chemical properties of thin photosensitive films. An 
attractive feature of optical actuation is that it can be realized from a distance via the use 
of optically transparent substrates and high powered light sources such as lasers. 
Additionally, the selectivity of actuation can also be tuned to different optical 
wavelengths or polarization angles.[32] 
Many optomechanical actuators utilize liquid crystal networks (LCNs) with 
azobenzene moieties that contract and relax reversibly in response to light.[33] The large 
mechanical effect is due to the trans–cis isomerization of azobenzene with exposure to 
365 nm light, causing a large contraction. This isomerization and the resulting 
mechanical deformation can be reversed by exposure to higher wavelengths of light or 
thermally in the dark.[34] Anisotropic optical actuation of LCNs or liquid crystal gels 
(LCGs) with azobenzene,[32, 35] in response to light of different wavelengths, has also 
been demonstrated. In these cases, the anisotropy was caused by alignment of the liquid 
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crystals during fabrication[35] (Figure 1.5 a), or by using polarized light for actuation 
(Figure 1.5 b).[32] This kind of actuation is reversible with minimal fatigue over 250,000 
cycles.[36] Similarly, Mamada et al. capitalized on photo-induced phase changes, and thus 
enabled mechanical actuation in polymer networks by copolymerizing a photosensitive 
component with N-isoproprylacrylamide (NIPAM). On irradiation with UV light, 
photosensitive constituents were ionized which generated an osmotic pressure within the 
gels and caused them to swell.[37] Other polymers have also been created with photoactive 
components which induce a phase, and thus volume change, when exposed to light.[38] 
Carbon nanotubes have also been used to create micro-opticalmechanical systems 
(MOMS) as actuators.[39] Composite cantilevers of carbon nanotube films with SU-8 
were created which responded to 808 nm light by bending; the degree of bending 
correlated with the intensity of the laser and was comparable to MEMS-based SU-8 
cantilevers. 
1.2.5 Thermal Actuation 
Thermal actuation utilizes heat to expand or contract a material by altering its 
modulus, viscosity, or molecular arrangement. The most widespread use of this mode of 
actuation is with shape memory alloys (SMA) such as nitinol or various shape memory 
polymers. For example, researchers have been able to develop a microgripper based on 
shape memory properties of nickel/titanium/copper (Ni/Ti/Cu, Figure 1.6 a).[40, 41] Thin-
films (5 μm) of Ni–Ti–Cu were deposited on the top and bottom surfaces of the 
microgrippers. As a result, jaws could be opened 110 μm when heated 30 °C above body 
temperature. The overall dimensions of this microgripper were 900 μm × 380 μm × 200 
μm. Nitinol has also been used in self-expanding stents[42] due to its ability to be 
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thermally actuated at the temperature of the human body. Hence, nitinol stents self-
expand on release from contact with a chilled saline solution filled catheter, and have 
found widespread clinical use. 
Researchers have also created thermally actuated micro-cages (Figure 1.6 b) 
composed of SU-8/diamond-like carbon (DLC) bilayers, with sizes as small as 40 μm in 
diameter, which close upon heating to a temperature of approximately 150°C.[43] This 
approach uses the thermal expansion coefficient mismatch of the SU-8 and DLC layers, 
leading to thermal stress that folds the micro-cage from its flat conformation to its closed 
cage conformation. Thermal actuation was effected using an integrated, wired, electrical 
resistive heater, but conceivably could also be achieved in a wireless manner using 
convection or radiation modes of heat transfer. In the latter modes of heat transfer, 
however, it would be challenging to selectively heat and actuate a part of this microscale 
device without altering and potentially damaging other components within an integrated 
system. 
1.2.6 Chemical Actuation 
Chemicals can diffuse over large distances through a variety of media, offering 
the possibility for wireless actuation at a distance with high sensitivity. Moreover, due to 
the large variety of chemicals available through organic synthesis and the specificity of 
chemical interactions, highly selective actuation schemes can be created. Chemical 
actuation also offers the possibility for autonomous, environment-specific behaviors 
without the need for active control. Both naturally-occurring and synthetically fabricated 
chemical actuation mechanisms exist, with nature often providing the inspiration for the 
synthetic systems.  
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A well-known natural chemomechanical system is the trapping mechanism of 
Dionaea muscipula, commonly referred to as the Venus flytrap, which can be 
schematized into a simple gradient-driven reaction (Figure 1.7 a). The most important 
anatomical structure of the flytrap includes two terminal lobes connected through the 
midrib. The lobes are fringed with hairs that act as mechanosensors.[44] Stimulation of the 
hairs induces an electrical signal directed to the midrib, opening aquaporins to change the 
turgor pressure of the base of the lobes. This dramatic change in osmotic potential creates 
the macroscopically observable closing process perpendicular to the midrib; the closing 
of the leaf itself is postulated to be dependent on the curvature.[45] 
Such natural systems inspired studies aimed at developing synthetic polymers 
whose mechanical properties change upon exposure to chemicals.[46] Stimuli-responsive 
polymers were first described by Tanaka et al. when they observed the reversible collapse 
and expansion of polyacrylamide networks in acetone-water solutions.[47, 48] This 
reversible behavior is controlled by chemical synthesis with the incorporation of co-
polymers to enable responses to a range of chemical cues like pH. These polymers were 
aptly dubbed “smart polymers” due to their ability to respond to environmental cues.[49-61] 
Since Tanaka's initial work, environmentally sensitive polymers have been demonstrated 
to actuate in response to changes in pH, temperature, ionic strength, UV/visible light, 
photosynthetic stimulation and magnetic/electrical fields. These polymers have found 
applications in drug[49, 51-53, 55-60, 62-67] and gene delivery,[58, 68, 69] microfluidics,[58, 59, 61, 70] 
chemical and biosensors,[58, 59, 61] and as actuators.[58, 71-74] For example, Beebe et al. have 
demonstrated a pH-sensitive hydrogel valve that controls the flow of fluid in a 
microfluidic device (Figure 1.7 b).[70] The device was created by flowing acrylic acid 
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and 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate, ethylene glycol dimethacrylate, and a photoinitiator 
through a microfluidic channel while photopolymerizing the hydrogel around 
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) posts. The thin layers of polymerized hydrogel which 
remain on the posts swell in high pH and contract in low pH in approximately eight 
seconds, thus directing flow though the device. The benefit of such a device is that the 
single hydrogel structure performs the role of both the pH sensor and the actuator. 
Integration and patterning of stimuli-responsive materials are required for the 
fabrication of MCMS devices. As compared to bulk materials, thin-films are more 
amenable to the generation of multilayer chemomechanical actuators using planar, 
lithographic integration. Polymeric thin-films differ significantly from bulk polymers 
because of lateral confinement on a 2D substrate. Assuming no delamination, this lateral 
confinement limits their expansion or contraction due to the stringent boundary 
conditions. Adherent thin-films have been studied and characterized by Harmon et al. 
who noticed that surface-confined, 4 μm thick films of pNIPAM swelled only 15-fold 
compared to bulk free standing films that swelled 100-fold.[75] This lower swelling effect 
has been rationalized by the modified Flory–Rehner theory that examines one-
dimensional swelling.[76] Despite their overall decreased swelling, constrained films 
demonstrate a larger linear volume change than the volume change of bulk polymer in the 
same direction. However, these confined thin-films produce mechanical stresses, causing 
them to occasionally delaminate from their substrate, which presents a challenge for their 
fabrication and integration into microfabricated devices.[77] 
The challenge of integrating stimuli-responsive thin-film polymeric gel devices 
can be overcome by utilizing more accommodating microfabrication processes. Guan et 
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al. fabricated a hydrogel bilayer with differential swelling properties to create a self-
folding microstructure, the smallest size of which was approximately 100 μm long, 20 
μm wide, and 6 μm thick. They used soft lithography techniques to fabricate 
chitosan/poly-(PEGMA-co-PEGDMA) microstrips, which folded when placed in 
water.[71] The poly-(PEGMA-co-PEGDMA) layer swelled significantly in water, whereas 
the chitosan did not. Because the two layers were well adhered, the microstrips folded 
from the differential stress between the two layers. Building on this work, He et al. 
demonstrated that a similar self-folding hydrogel, ranging in size from 240 μm–4 mm, 
could be used as an oral drug delivery device (Figure 1.7 c).[66] This device, fabricated 
using soft lithography techniques and microimprinting, was composed of a pH-sensitive 
swelling hydrogel and a pH-insensitive, non-swelling hydrogel. Together, they 
constituted a self-folding bilayer, and were coated with a drug-loaded, mucoadhesive 
third layer. The device successfully gripped onto the walls of a porcine small intestine 
filled with pH 6.5 buffer and provided a longer residence time (as compared with controls 
for the drug in the mucoadhesive layer) by maximizing its contact with the intestinal 
walls and minimizing its contact with the fluid flow through the intestines. Drug leakage 
into the intestine was significantly lower, and better transport of the model drugs across 
the intestinal epithelium was achieved using this device.  
Our lab also created differentially swelling hydrogel bilayers that respond to 
changes in pH and ionic strength. Two hydrogels were paired, one that responded to pH 
and ionic strength changes with large volume changes (poly(n-isopropyl acrylamide-co-
acrylic acid) or NIPAM-AAc), and one that responded with almost no volume change 
(polyethylene glycol diacrylate or PEGDA), to create a folding bilayer. Because the two 
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bilayers were well-adhered, when one swelled or contracted and the other remained flat, 
the bilayer curved. By combining rigid segments of SU-8 with these flexible hydrogel 
bilayer hinges using multilayer lithographic patterning, we created all-polymer actuators 
in the shape of a Venus flytrap which closed and opened in response to changes in pH 
and ionic strength (Figure 1.7 d).[72] This work will be discussed in greater detail in 
Section 5.3 of this thesis. 
1.2.7 Biological Actuation 
The movement of cells can also drive actuation of devices. Cell-polymer hybrids, 
while still an emerging technology, show significant promise in the creation of 
biomedical devices. In several cases, muscle cells have been patterned on polymer 
substrates and controlled by electrical stimulation to create walking robots[78] and 
swimming jellyfish (Figure 1.8 a).[79] In the latter case, neonatal rat cardiomyocytes were 
seeded onto a PDMS film which could mimic the contraction and release of jellyfish 
bodies. The electrically stimulated contraction of the cells provided the fast power stroke 
which contracts the device into a bell shape, where the PDMS layer allowed for the slow 
elastic recoil of the recovery stroke, restoring the original shape of the device. Both this 
and the walking cell-laden robot are reversible over many cycles. Without the need for 
outside electrical stimulation, cell traction has been used to assemble 3D polyhedra, a 
technique referred to as “cell origami” (Figure 1.8 b).[80] Here, NIH/3T3 cells and bovine 
carotid artery endothelial cells were cultured onto paralyene microplates. The cell traction 
force naturally generated by the cells from actomyosin interactions and actin 
polymerization was able to pull the microplates together in the shape of various 3D 
polyhedra including tubes, cubes, and dodecahedra. The number of cells in each joint 
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controlled the folding angle. While the force from cell contraction and motility is 
significantly lower than that of several other actuation schemes, the inherent 
biocompatibility of this method is attractive. Additionally, the creation of cell-laden 3D 




Figure 1.1. 3D Microfabrication techniques. (a) Silicon islands with circuitry formed 
from n-wells using selective TMAH etching for micromachining. Reprinted with 
permission from [3]. © 2011 IEEE. (b) Small and large meshed gears fabricated using 
multilayer microtransmission. Courtesy of Sandia National Laboratories, SUMMiT(TM) 
Technologies, www.mems.sandia.gov [81] (c) Combined optical images of a six-wafer 
micro-combustor, with a schematic of the stack. Reprinted from [4] Copyright 2003, with 
permission from Elsevier. Optical images originally appearing in [5] © 2011 IEEE. (d) 3D 
microbattery created by 3D printing alternating lines of anode and cathode inks with high 
aspect ratios. Reprinted with permission from [10]. Copyright © 2013 WILEY-VCH 
Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim (e) Bionic ear formed by 3D printing of a cell-
laden hydrogel with metallic nanoparticles. Reprinted with permission from [11]. 
Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society. (f) Viral self-assembly of a tobacco mosaic 
virus.[82] Image from the RCSB PDB September 2008 Molecule of the Month feature by 
David Goodsell (doi: 10.2210/rcsb_pdb/mom_2008_9). (g) DNA self-assembly into 
tensegrity prisms of different conformations. Reprinted with permission from Macmillan 
Publishers Ltd: Nature Nanotechnology [14], Copyright 2010. 
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Figure 1.2. Microelectromechanical (MEMS) devices. a) Two pixels from a digital 
micromirror device (DMD) which can tilt due to electrostatic attraction produced by a 
voltage difference. Reprinted with permission from [15] Copyright Cambridge University 
Press. b) Example of MEMS microcomponents. Reproduced with permission. Copyright 
Sandia National Laboratories, SUMMiT (TM) Technologies. c) Photographs show a 
cruciform template actuated by hinges (PPy/Au) to compose a box closed around a grain 





Figure 1.3. Examples of pneumatic actuation schemes. a) Operational principle of a 
pneumatically actuated microfinger. A parylene balloon is placed between two Si blocks. 
When compressed air is applied into the balloons, the attached Si phalanges make relative 
out-of-plane motion, making the microfinger curl. b) Side view of the actuation of the 
microhand, showing two opposing microfingers. A microfinger is articulated by six Si 
phalanges and joined by inflatable balloons. When the balloons inflate, the fingers are 
curved inwards and face themselves along the central axis (grey line). a,b) Reprinted with 




Figure 1.4. Examples of magnetic actuation schemes. a) Magnetic actuation of a unit 
actuator by an external electromagnet: rest position under zero external magnetic field 
and out-of-plane actuation under a non-zero magnetic field. Adapted with permission.[30] 
Copyright 1995, IEEE. b) Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of a 3D 
magnetically actuated device that uses three folding and interlocking flaps. Reproduced 




Figure 1.5. Examples of optical actuation schemes. a) Photographs taken during the 
bending and unbending of an optically actuated liquid crystal gel (LCG) film in toluene. 
The LCG film bent toward the irradiation direction of UV light and reverted to the initial 
flat film completely upon irradiation of visible light. Reprinted with permission.[35] © 
2003 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim b) Photographic frames of 
the film bending in different directions in response to irradiation by linearly polarized 
light of different angles of polarization (white arrows) at 366 nm, and being flattened 
again by visible light longer than 540 nm. Reprinted with permission from Macmillan 




Figure 1.6. Examples of thermal actuation schemes. a) Redrawn schematic of a shape 
memory alloy-actuated microgripper. The gripper is 900 μ m long, 380 μm wide, and 200 
μ m tall. Five microns Ni-Ti-Cu coat the top and bottom surfaces. Heating 30°C above 
body temperature causes the jaws to open 110 μm. Adapted from [40] © 1996 IEEE. b) 
SEM image of an SU-8/DLC electro-thermally actuated microcage with finger length of 
50 μ m. Reprinted from [43], Copyright 2006, with permission from Elsevier. 
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Figure 1.7. Examples of natural and synthetic chemomechanical actuation. a) 
Optical image of the Venus flytrap in its open state. Reprinted with permission from 
Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature,[45] copyright 2005 b) Schematic and operation of a 
pH-sensitive hydrogel valve. A diagram of the hydrogel jackets around the posts; the 
actual device after polymerization of the hydrogel; the swollen hydrogel jackets block the 
side channel branch in their expanded state; the contracted hydrogels allow fluid to flow 
down the side branch. Reprinted with permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: 
Nature,[70] copyright 2000. c) Self-folding hydrogel device for drug delivery. Schematics 
of the 3-layer device from the side view and when folded on the small intestine surface. 
Adapted from [66], copyright 2006, with permission from Elsevier. d) Venus flytrap 
shaped polymeric actuator constructed from rigid SU-8 segments with a NIPAm-
AAc/PEODA bilayer hinge. Reversible folding occurred when the structure was 
transferred from a pH 2.5/IS (IS = Ionic Strength) 1.1 M solution to a pH 7.8/IS 0.2 M 
solution. The folding was reversible over 15 cycles. Adapted from [83], copyright 2010, 




Figure 1.8. Examples of biological actuation. a) Biomimetic jellyfish reversibly 
actuates when cardiomyocytes seeded atop a PDMS thin film contract and relax under 
electrical stimulation. Reprinted with permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature 
Biotechnology[79], copyright 2012. (b) Cell traction force causes a 2D template to fold 
into a 3D dodecahedron. Scale bar is 50 µm. Reprinted with permission from [80]. © 2012 
Kuribayashi-Shigetomi et al. 
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2 Tetherless self-folding microgrippers 
Microgrippers are self-folding, stimuli-responsive tetherless tools shaped like 
hands with rigid phalanges and flexible joints. They can be made from metals, semi-
conductors, or polymers; actuated in response to light, heat, chemicals, or enzymes; and 
used in liquid or air for a range of applications. In all conformations, they contain all of 
the energy necessary for gripping in their hinges, eliminating the need for wires of 
batteries. Metallic- and semiconductor-based microgrippers contain a differentially 
stressed bilayer, which drives their gripping action. Their movement is controlled by a 
polymer hinge trigger which is responsive to heat, chemicals, or lasers. As the stimulus 
softens or degrades the hinge trigger layer, the grippers close. The polymeric 
microgrippers use a similar mechanism, differential swelling, instead of differential stress. 
As one layer of the polymeric grippers swells or deswells, the other remains neutral, 
causing a concerted curling motion.  
Using different actuation schemes, the grippers can either be made to close en 
masse or individually. Their small size, 10 µm to 4 mm, allows them to navigate small 
spaces, hard-to-reach places, with minimal effect to their surroundings. Previously, they 
have been demonstrated as in vitro microsurgical tools capable of excising tissue in 
response to thermal[84] and enzymatic triggers.[85] They have been utilized here as tagging 
and tracking devices for defense applications, in vivo microsurgical tools for removing 
large clumps of tissue, devices capable of capturing single cells for in vitro diagnostic 




2.1 Fabrication and actuation of microgrippers 
Microgrippers are fabricated in the shape of hands with alternating rigid segments 
and flexible hinges. They derive their energy for gripping from stress within the bilayer 
hinge, while their strength and robustness come from the rigid segments. The bilayer is 
made from two films of differing intrinsic stress and can be made from several material 
combinations: chromium (Cr) and gold (Au), silicon monoxide (SiO) and silicon dioxide 
(SiO2), or polypropylene fumarate (PPF) and poly(N-isopropylacrylamide-co-acrylic 
acid) (pNIPAM-AAc). Detailed fabrication schemes for each gripper type are described 
in subsequent chapters.  
Briefly, metallic and semiconductor grippers are fabricated atop a copper (Cu) 
sacrificial layer on a silicon (Si) wafer (Figure 2.1 a). Flexible bilayers in the shape of 
the gripper are patterned using traditional photolithography and deposited using thermal 
or e-beam evaporation. One material in the bilayer is highly stressed, while the other 
layer is relatively neutral. Because they share a common boundary, they curl as the layers 
seek to release their intrinsic stress. Rigid segments, made from nickel (Ni) or Au for 
metallic grippers or SiO for semiconductor grippers, are photopatterned atop the flexible 
bilayers and deposited with electrodeposition or e-beam evaporation. Finally, a stimuli-
responsive hinge trigger layer is patterned on top of the bilayers. Finally, the grippers are 
released from the substrate upon dissolution of the Cu sacrificial layer. They remain flat 
immediately after release. When the hinge trigger is exposed to an appropriate stimulus 
which softens, degrades or dissolves it, the stress within the bilayer curls each finger of 
the gripper (Figure 2.1 b). The folding of these structures can be predicted using a 
Stoney equation model for thin film curvature.[86]  
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The polymeric grippers are fabricated atop a polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) sacrificial 
layer on a Si wafer (Figure 2.1 c). Rigid PPF segments are photopatterned first, followed 
by thermo-responsive pNIPAM-AAc hinges. The grippers are released from the substrate 
by dissolving the PVA sacrificial layer in water. When the grippers are cold, the 
pNIPAM-AAc is hydrophilic and swells, causing the grippers to close with the pNIPAM-
AAc hinges on the outside. As the temperature increases above 32°C, the pNIPAM-AAc 
becomes hydrophobic and collapses, causing the grippers to open and then close in the 
opposite direction, with the PPF rigid segments on the outside (Figure 2.1 d).  
Each combination has advantages and disadvantages associated with it. Metallic 
grippers have a high gripping force, ideal for excising large clumps of tissue or gripping a 
heavy payload onto clothing. They can also be fabricated with nickel (Ni) rigid segments 
so they can be driven or collected by an external magnetic field. Semiconductor grippers 
have the smallest radius of curvature and can be scaled down as small as 10 µm. 
Additionally, they are clear, allowing their contents (single cell or clumps of cells) to be 
imaged easily using optical microscopy. The polymeric grippers have the largest radius 
of curvature, but can be loaded with drugs for use in drug delivery applications. These 
materials also enable reversible gripping in both directions over more than 25 cycles, 




Figure 2.1. Illustration of microgripper fabrication and actuation. (a) Metallic and 
semiconductor gripper fabrication scheme with bilayer hinges, rigid segments and a 
polymer hinge trigger. (b) Metallic and semiconductor actuation occurs with thermal, 
chemical, or optical stimulation. (c) Polymeric gripper fabrication with PPF rigid 
segments and a pNIPAM-AAc hinge. (d) Polymeric grippers actuate reversibly as 
temperature changes around NIPAM’s 32°C lower critical solution temperature (LCST).  
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3 Microgrippers for biomedical applications 
Metallic, semiconductor, and polymeric grippers have various applications in the 
field of medicine. Metallic microgrippers, which are very rigid and sharp, are ideal 
biopsy tools and have several advantages over the current biopsy forceps tool. Primarily, 
using many small tools improves the probability of discovering gastrointestinal lesions 
while they are small and treatable. Silicon-based gripper, with an even tighter radius of 
curvature, can grasp single cells for in vitro analysis or a potential in vivo biopsy 
application in the circulatory or central nervous system. Larger polymeric devices make 
use of biocompatible and biodegradable materials and can be made either thermo- or pH-
responsive. They are novel drug delivery tools, able to grip onto the walls of the GI tract 
and elute drugs with a desirable release profile. The following sections will give details 
on each of these microtools.  
3.1 Biologic tissue sampling with tether-free microgrippers* 
Surgical techniques have evolved from invasive to minimally invasive methods 
which currently rely on the use of wired or tethered devices, such as biopsy forceps to 
sample and access tissue from deep within the body. Although it has been suggested as 
far back as 1959, that advances in micro and nanotechnology could possibly 
revolutionize surgery by allowing for the creation of miniaturized, tether-free surgical 
tools, with moving parts[87], this vision has yet to be realized. Wireless devices ranging 
from centimeter scale pill-sized cameras[88] to metallic[89] or semiconducting[90] 
nanoparticles have been developed for medicine, but they do not have any moving parts 
*Portions reprinted from Gastroenterology, 144 / 4, E. Gultepe, S. Yamanaka, K. E. Laflin, S. Kadam, 
Y.S. Shim, A. V. Olaru,  B. Limketkai, M. A. Khashab, A. N. Kalloo, D. H. Gracias, F. M. Selaru, 
Biologic tissue sampling with untethered microgrippers, 691-693, Copyright 2013, with permission 
from Elsevier.  
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and hence rely on imaging modalities for diagnostics. Imaging based methods are not 
always sufficient to establish an adequate diagnosis, and even with significant advances 
in imaging methods for non-invasive diagnosis of diseases such as cancer or 
inflammation, tissue biopsy coupled with histopathologic examination remains the gold 
standard in establishing an accurate diagnosis[91-93]. However, present day biopsy 
techniques have drawbacks, such as their limited ability to access narrow places in a 
minimally invasive manner[94-96]. In addition, effective tissue diagnosis is fundamentally 
based on biopsying only lesions that have previously been identified by visual means, but 
numerous mucosal conditions, such as dysplasia in ulcerative colitis, or in Barrett’s 
esophagus, are not readily visually recognizable, thus mandating surveillance protocols 
that involve random biopsies[97, 98]. To effectively sample large organs such as the colon 
numerous biopsies are required[99]. But, due to the large size of current forceps and the 
associated mucosal trauma, the number of random biopsies that can be realistically 
carried out is limited.  
With the development of minimally invasive surgery, there has been a push to 
miniaturize tools[100-102] to enable surgeries through natural orifices and with small 
incisions[103, 104]. However, a dominant feature of present-day minimally invasive surgical 
tools is that the signal and energy to operate them is transmitted through wires or tethers 
which connect them to controls on the outside of the body. These tethers restrict their 
maneuverability, ability to access confined conduits in the body and the incorporation of 
multiple tools to sample different parts of the organ simultaneously[105]. Consequently, 
the current standard of care for cancer surveillance in ulcerative colitis patients is 
performed with at least 33 sequential biopsies (4-quadrant biopsies every 5-10 cm), 
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which we estimate cumulatively samples less than 0.3% of colonic mucosa. The low 
sampling coverage may be ineffective at detecting precancerous or cancerous lesions, 
especially for early, small lesions that are also the most treatable. 
Wireless surgical robotic devices have recently been developed, including those 
with grasping manipulators[106] or inchworm-like robots[107], but they are large, centimeter 
scale devices. In contrast, since our microgrippers derive mechanical energy from 
residual stress powered microactuators and close in response to thermal environmental 
cues, they can be made much smaller with sub-mm sizes. In our previous studies, our 
laboratory demonstrated the feasibility of similar devices for grasping and retrieving cells 
from pieces of tissue placed in glass capillaries or acrylic organ models, under static fluid 
conditions[85, 108], but their utilization in real organs and especially under in vivo 
conditions remained unclear. 
3.1.1 Microgrippers as surgeons 
Parallel fabrication, deployment and thermal actuation make the microgrippers 
ideal to achieve statistical tissue sampling of large organs such as the colon. Our results 
suggest a new paradigm in medicine whereby large numbers of small, tether-free 
microsurgical tools could complement individual, large, tethered biopsying devices. 
These  microgrippers, described in detail in section 3.2, resemble biological appendages, 
with rigid phalanges and flexible joints (Figure 3.1 a-b). The rigid phalanges of the 
microgrippers are composed of nickel, and hence they respond to applied magnetic field. 
A thermo-sensitive trigger layer on the joints keeps the microgrippers flat at 4 ºC, but 
softens at 37 ºC, causing the microgrippers to close.[109] It is noteworthy that the size of 
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the microgrippers, 1 mm tip-to-tip, is far smaller than conventional biopsy forceps 
currently in use (Figure 3.1 c).  
The  microgrippers are small enough so that hundreds can be deployed at a time 
and can be actuated en masse; therefore, they can form the basis for a more statistically 
efficient means to screen large area organs. In a Monte Carlo model, we estimated this 
effectiveness of detecting a mucosal lesion of a particular size by dividing the organ into 
bins of the lesion size and determining the probability of sampling the bin with the lesion. 
Our simulation clearly shows that because large numbers of microgrippers can sample 
many more bins, the sampling success of utilizing the microgrippers is significantly 
higher than utilizing conventional biopsy forceps, especially in case of small lesions.  
3.1.2  In vivo and ex vivo tissue sampling 
To test the feasibility of biologic tissue sampling with microgrippers, we used a 
swine colon in ex vivo studies. We inserted an endoscope into the anus and advanced it 
under endoscopic guidance. The microgrippers were suspended in sterile water and 
deployed on the colon surface using a through-the-endoscope catheter. Since the 
microgrippers are free to move in the water, there is no preferred orientation when they 
contact the tissue surface. We uniformly spread hundreds of microgrippers by rotating the 
endoscope during the deployment and visually verified the closure of the microgrippers 
using the endoscopic imaging (Figure 3.1 d, e). To simulate the normal human 
temperature, the colon was submerged in a water bath kept at 37 ºC.  After closure, we 
retrieved the vast majority of microgrippers using a magnetic catheter inserted through 
the endoscope (Figure 3.1 f). The rest of the microgrippers were suctioned out with the 
endoscope into a trap bottle.  
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The tissue retrieved with the microgrippers was then used for genetic diagnostics 
(RNA and DNA analyses), as well as for cytologic analyses. First, we extracted 
ribonucleic acid (RNA) and deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) from the retrieved tissue. We 
reverse transcribed the RNA into complementary DNA (cDNA), and then designed 
primers for several highly abundant transcripts in pigs.[110] As Figure 3.2 demonstrates, 
cDNA amplification produced bands of expected size. Similarly, we employed DNA 
primers designed for pig DNA.[111] Figure Figure 3.2 demonstrates that we were able to 
amplify all three genes and that the amplified DNA had the expected size. Hence, the 
tissue retrieved by the microgrippers is of sufficient quality and quantity to allow DNA 
and RNA extraction, as well as polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification in an 
effort to look for previously identified disease-diagnostic markers. Notable concerns are 
whether the cells retrieved using the microgrippers are desquamated cells in the mucus 
and if conventional cytologic studies can be achieved using retrieved tissue samples. In 
order to address these concerns, additional in vivo experiments were also done in the 
esophagus and tissue retrieved using the microgrippers was layered on a slide and stained 
using hematoxylin and eosin. Cytologic results (Figure 3.2 c) clearly show that high 
quality sections and both epithelial and desquamated cells can be obtained using the 
microgrippers. 
3.1.3  Conclusions 
In contrast to the dominant paradigm of “one task by one tool” used in 
conventional surgery, the concept of utilizing large numbers of miniaturized and 
untethered devices suggests a statistical approach to surgery. We have shown that it is 
possible with tether-free microgrippers to retrieve high quality tissue samples which are 
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suitable for either conventional cytologic analysis or genetic analysis. Further, the use of 
alternate polymer triggers could enable responsiveness to alternate stimuli, such as 
enzymes[85], and other biochemicals, to enable autonomous responses at diseased sites.  
The grippers used in these experiments were on the order of 1 mm in size, which 
is ideal for the large and spacious GI tract. In this case, histological analyses benefit from 
a larger tissue sample. However, to perform in vivo biopsies in the circulatory, central 





Figure 3.1. Untethered, thermo-sensitive microgrippers for tissue excision. (a-c) 
Bright field microscopy images of microgrippers in an (a) open and (b) closed state; the 
scale bars represent 200 µm. (c) The image showing that the microgrippers used in our 
biopsy experiments were over ten times smaller than the current biopsy forceps; the scale 
bar represents 1 mm. (d-f) Endoscopic images of deployment and retrieval of the 
microgrippers in an ex vivo porcine model. (d) Microgrippers covering the colon surface, 
the scale bar represents 2 mm. (e) Close-up image of µ-grippers closing on the colon wall. 
(f) Retrieval of the microgrippers with a magnetic catheter.  
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Figure 3.2. Genetic and histological analysis from an in vivo biopsy with 
microgrippers. (a)  cDNA (β-actin:164 bp, CPA:62 bp and IL-6:119 bp) and (b) 
genomic DNA (ITGB5:1300 bp, MuC4 and KLRN: 500-600 bp) from the tissue obtained 
with µ-grippers (G) compared to the negative control (N). (c) H&E stained section of 
cells retrieved with the µ-grippers from porcine esophagus in an in vivo operation. The 
image shows viable epithelial cells with clear, abundant cytoplasm, consistent with 
glycogenated cells originating from the superficial epithelial layer of the esophagus.  The 
black arrows point to junctions between intercellular membranes. The nuclei of these 
cells are clearly stained and the cells appear healthy, with large cytoplasm to nucleus 
ratios. Also seen and highlighted in the yellow dotted circle is a separate group of cells 
with pyknotic nuclei, small cytoplasm-nucleus ratio and deeply stained keratin, indicative 
of desquamated cells. These cells are probably obtained from the mucus layer overlying 
the esophageal mucosa. 
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3.2 Microgrippers for single cell isolation and manipulation* 
Due to the large size of tools that are typically utilized for surgical diagnostics and 
biological analyses, cellular samples are often large in size. Consequently the data 
collected from tissue biopsied samples and related assays average over a multitude of 
cells. However, that average often may not accurately represent the behavior of 
individual cells, particularly if the cells of interest are a small fraction of the population. 
Further, it can be challenging to draw conclusions about dynamic or transient behaviors 
of single cells by looking at large populations.[112-114] Tumors have long been known to 
be heterogeneous populations of cells with varying phenotypes and genotypes, 
proliferation rate, potential for metastasis, and drug responsiveness, yet we are only 
beginning to understand how these heterogeneities affect their progression.[115-118] Single 
cell analyses may be necessary to differentiate the behavior of a cell subpopulation from 
the bulk measurement, particularly in the fields of cancer biology, genomics, proteomics, 
stem cell biology, and hematology.[114] This work is especially important as treatments 
for cancer, immune diseases and tissue regeneration move toward personalized 
medicine.[119] 
A wide range of techniques are available for in vitro single cell analysis, and each 
has advantages and disadvantages in terms of efficiency, cell manipulation, imaging 
capability, sensitivity, and ability to mimic or actually perform in vivo.[120, 121] These 
methods include flow cytometry,[120] optical traps,[122-127], microfluidic traps and 
devices,[113, 128-137] microwells,[138, 139] microtubes,[140] and 2D surface patterns.[141-145] 
Several miniaturized robotic devices have been created to trap and manipulate particles 
*An edited excerpt from K. E. Malachowski, M. Jamal, B. Polat, Q. Jin, C. J. Morris, D. H. Gracias, 
“Self-folding single cell grippers”. Under review.  
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and cells with precise control.[146-148] For example, Chronis et al. demonstrated the 
manipulation of a 10 µm cell using a wired electrothermally actuated SU-8 gripper.[146] 
This device can manipulate cells with high precision, but the electrical wires that control 
its actuation and its large back-end design limit throughput and in vivo utility. Another 
SU-8 device, by Sakar et al, provides untethered manipulation of single cells via 
magnetic forces with minimal fluid disturbance due to its micrometer size and 
biocompatibility.[147] However, these devices are passive, trapping cells in a recess and 
thus may lose their grip on a cell if they moved in the wrong direction or in all three 
dimensions.  
An ideal in vitro device would combine the high throughput efficiency of flow 
cytometry, the incorporation of patterned microfeatures for biomolecular analyses, and 
the 3D manipulation precision of optical tweezers. An ideal in vivo device should be 
composed of bio-friendly and possibly bioabsorbable materials while facilitating tissue 
excision or targeted capture, robust gripping and retrieval in an autonomous manner [149] 
Here, I describe an important step towards achieving tools that combine both these in 
vitro and in vivo capabilities for single cell studies. My approach is inspired by previous 
studies on the self-curling and roll-up of thin films.[84, 150-173] It utilizes high resolution 
photolithography, which is a high throughput technique capable of fabricating 500,000 to 
10 million single grippers on a 3 inch wafer or over 100 million on a 12 inch wafer which 
is the size of wafers used currently in CMOS fabrication facilities. Additionally, they can 
be patterned in all three dimensions and actuated to close around single cells en masse. 
The thickness of the films can be varied to control the fold angle and the sharpness of the 
tips aids with capture and containment of cells. As compared to previously described 
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stimuli “-grippers” that were used to biopsy cell samples and porcine organs under in 
vitro, ex vivo and in vivo conditions,[84, 174-176] these grippers are thirty times smaller, 
requiring significantly thinner hinges and new materials to achieve a tight radius of 
curvature. As described in the previous section, we previously utilized the larger grippers 
only in the GI tract; thus, I envision that these grippers could be used in tighter spaces 
such as within the circulatory, urinogenital or central nervous system; however, there are 
more stringent requirements on biocompatibility and biodegradability for these 
applications.  
 Silicon (Si) and silicon dioxide (SiO2) react with water via hydrolysis to form 
Si(OH)4,
[177, 178] and thus dissolve into DI water and various biofluids[177, 179] as 
previously reported by Hwang et al. in their work on dissolvable electronics.[179] That 
study demonstrated that Si dissolution in PBS at 37°C proceeded at a rate of 4.5 nm/day. 
Additionally, electronic devices made from Si, SiO2 and other dissolvable materials were 
implanted sub-dermally into mice with no significant inflammatory reactions. After 3 
weeks, only faint residues of the electronics remained. Silicon monoxide (SiO) is a two-
phase, non-homogenous mixture of amorphous Si and SiO2 and has been previously 
paired with SiO2 to form tightly rolled tubes with microscale radii of curvature when e-
beam evaporated in nanometer thicknesses.[140, 163, 168, 169] Thus, we selected these two 
materials for our single cell grippers for their biocompatibility, bioabsorption, and self-
curling properties.  
3.2.1 Microgripper fabrication 
Grippers were fabricated with flexible, pre-stressed bilayer hinges, connected to 
rigid segments (Figure 3.3a). Initially, we deposited a copper (Cu) sacrificial layer on a 
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silicon (Si) wafer. We photo-patterned a pre-stressed bilayer in the shape of the gripper 
using photolithography on an ASML stepper mask aligner with 500 nm resolution. We 
used e-beam evaporation to deposit silicon monoxide (SiO) and silicon dioxide (SiO2). 
The thicknesses of these layers depended on the desired folding angle and the size of the 
microgrippers, but ranged from 2 nm to 30 nm thick. Examples of SiO/SiO2 thickness 
combinations are given below for several gripper sizes.  
Table 3.1 Gripper fabrication dimensions and bilayer thicknesses 
Gripper diameter, tip to tip (µm) SiO thickness (nm) SiO2 thickness (nm)
10 3 3 
35 8 15 
50 9 27 
70 10 30 
 
These thicknesses achieved folding angles between 90 and 115°. Subsequently, we used 
photolithography to define the rigid segment regions which were made of 150 to 350 nm 
of e-beam evaporated SiO. An optional hinge trigger made from paraffin could be 
molded atop the grippers to control actuation. Paraffin remains stiff at room temperature, 
but begins to melt around 37°C, allowing the grippers to close. To create the hinge 
trigger, we defined an outline of the gripper using SPR-220 photoresist to create a mold 
for the polymer hinge. We molded warm liquid paraffin on top of the grippers and 
scraped the excess with a razor blade. We dissolved the photoresist in acetone, which left 
just the paraffin hinge atop the gripper. The microgrippers were released from the Si 
wafer using either phosphate buffered saline (PBS) or APS-100 Cu etchant (Transene). 
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These devices can either be arrayed on a substrate for use as a single cell in vitro 
analytical device or completely released to be used as free-floating tools. (Figure 3.3 b-c). 
We created several designs with three or four arms, varying in size from 10 µm to 
70 µm in length (tip-to-tip when open) (Figure 3.4 a).  The alternating rigid frames and 
flexible hinges are evident in the open grippers (Figure 3.4 b, d). Grippers folded at 
angles ranging from 90° to 115° depending on the bilayer film thickness. The film 
thickness could be adjusted to create tightly folded grippers in a range of sizes. For 
example, 9 nm of SiO and 27 nm of SiO2 were deposited to create the 50 µm grippers in 
Figure 3.4 b and c while a bilayer of 3 nm of SiO and 3 nm of SiO2 was used to make 
the 10 µm grippers in Figure 3.4 d and e. Despite their small size, these grippers were 
fabricated using standard photolithography on a projection mask aligner with 500 nm 
resolution. Photolithography and registry became increasingly difficult as the size of the 
grippers decreased and 10 µm was the lower limit of well-resolved grippers. Using 
parallel photolithography instead of serial e-beam lithography afforded rapid, en masse 
production. 
We also created magnetic single cell grippers, made from a nickel bilayer. The 
use of ion beam assisted deposition (IBAD) significantly alters the stress in thin films as 
compared to e-beam deposition without ion beam assistance. For example, the stress in 
nickel films evaporated using traditional e-beam evaporation is on the order of 500 MPa 
tensile, whereas the stress in nickel films deposited with IBAD is approximately -350 
MPa compressive. This differential in stress can be utilized to achieve tightly curling 
films such as the ones described in the main text of the paper with SiO and SiO2. We 
began to investigate these Ni/Ni single cell grippers with paraffin hinge triggers as free-
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floating single cell capture tools that could be controlled via a magnetic field and 
thermally actuated at body temperature (Figure 3.5). However, the SiO/SiO2 were better 
suited to our goals of single cell imaging and assaying, so few experiments were 
performed using these nickel grippers. 
3.2.2 Stress and folding angle characterization and modeling 
The radius of curvature of the grippers depends directly on the film thickness, 
mechanical properties of the materials, and residual stress of each layer within the pre-
stressed bilayer. It is noteworthy that previous designs of microgrippers were made from 
either a chromium/copper (Cr/Cu) bilayer or a chromium/gold (Cr/Au) bilayer.[84, 175, 176] 
In these designs, the Cr layer had significant compressive stress (~1 GPa), while the Cu 
or Au layer was relatively neutral. This stress differential caused the grippers to fold due 
to the shared boundary between the two layers. These metallic combinations, however, 
were unable to curl tightly enough to close grippers less than 200 µm in length. However, 
the SiO/SiO2 combination provided a sufficiently small radius of curvature for single cell 
grippers.  
To better understand the gripper curvature, we characterized residual stress within 
each of the SiO and SiO2 layers.  We investigated the effect of film thickness and time on 
film stress for both SiO and SiO2. Using a wafer curvature measurement tool, we 
calculated the stress in varying thicknesses of SiO on a Cu sacrificial layer and varying 
thicknesses of SiO2 on Cu and SiO layers. There was significant variation in the stress for 
each film, due to the large radii of the original Si wafers. Therefore, we included only 
data collected on wafers with a radius lower than 700 m. We found the stress in both SiO 
and SiO2 to be compressive and became more tensile as thicknesses increased from 10 
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nm to 100 nm (Figure 3.6). These stress values varied significantly with thickness below 
100 nm, but were consistent with the expected range of compressive stress for the 
deposition conditions used.[180, 181]  However, a more important parameter for film stress 
is the time of exposure to room air following deposition in an evaporation chamber. The 
absorption of water vapor and room temperature annealing both significantly alter the 
stress in SiO2 films over time (Figure 3.7). So while the stress in SiO films remained 
mostly constant over time, the absorption of water by SiO2 caused its tensile stress to 
grow linearly with the logarithm of aging time, as has been previously reported in the 
literature.[182] By using SiO2 films to form the top of each concave folded hinge, we 
ensured that the growth of this tensile stress component helped each hinge fold with a 
sufficiently small radius of curvature. 
We examined the effect of bending strain and film thickness on folding angle 
using an analytical curvature model[86] and a computational finite element analysis (FEA) 
simulation in Abaqus (Figure 3.8 and 3.9). The finite element model simulates the 
complete process of gripper folding triggered by pre-loaded initial strain. The gripper is 
simplified as a thin bilayer, composed of one fixed palm, a deformable hinge, and a stiff 
panel. The layers are made of elastic isotropic material with following properties. 
Mechanical properties for SiO2 are well defined in the literature,
[183, 184] but properties for 
SiO are less commonly reported.  Hence we assumed mechanical properties of SiO to be 
between that of amorphous Si[185] and SiO2, given that SiO is a two-phase, non-
homogenous mixture of amorphous Si and SiO2 with some chemical bonding occurring at 
the interface of the phases.[186, 187]  The mechanical properties we used in our models are 




Table 3.2 Mechanical properties used for modeling 
Property SiO SiO2 
Young’s Modulus (E, in GPa) 77 75 
Possion Ratio ( ) 0.2 0.17 
Initial stress (σ, in MPa) -344 -2 
 
The bilayer is considered as a composite shell due to large aspect ratio between length 
and thickness (about 1000:1). Each layer is assigned with designed thickness, with 3 
integration points in the Simpson integration rule. Further incrementing of integration 
points to 9 does not affect final results. Deformation is only applied to the hinge. One end 
of the hinge is fixed in all three directions while the other is free to bend with a fixed 
length. Displacement of the palm (middle part of gripper) is zero in all x, y, and z 
directions. The initial strain determines final folding angle. In Abaqus, the initial strain is 
simulated by assigning the two materials in bilayer with different thermal expansion 
coefficients, and applying temperature field only to the hinge region, where T  . 
The center and each hinge is meshed with 2020  structured elements, and the 
nondeformable panel is meshed with 1010 structured elements. Further incrementing of 
mesh numbers to do not change the results. Large deformation is expected. 
Therefore, nonlinear effects of large deformation and displacement are considered during 
strain ramp from zero to the measured value.  
3030
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We modeled the effect of strain on bending angle for a 70 µm and a 10 µm 
gripper (Figure 3.8) and found that as strain increases the folding angle also increases 
which is expected. We also modeled folding angle versus SiO and SiO2 film thickness for 
a 70 µm and a 10 µm gripper (Figure 3.8, 3.9). For this particular analysis, stress is 
considered to be constant with film thickness since the variation in thickness is slight for 
each material. For a 70 µm gripper, as SiO thickness increases, the folding angle 
increases slightly; as SiO2 thickness decreases, the folding angle decreases considerably. 
For a 10 µm gripper, the folding angle decreases with the increase of film thickness. 
These plots can serve as a design guide for determining the necessary thicknesses for 
each layer within the pre-stressed bilayer to achieve a desired folding angle.  
Using both the analytical model and the simulation, we compared the measured 
folding angle for the two different gripper designs and the predicted folding angle values 
for each design. Folding angles predicted by the analytical curvature model are given in 
Table 3.3, while folding angles predicted by the finite element simulation are given in 
Figure 3.10. These results demonstrate agreement between the analytical model and the 
computational simulation, and are within 25% of what we observed, which is a level of 
agreement reasonable for design purposes. 
















70 10 / 30 9.55 82° 110° 
10 3 / 3 1.35 103° 101° 
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3.2.3 In vitro single cell capture by gripper arrays 
To demonstrate an application as an in vitro arrayed analytical tool that could 
contain single cells for biological experiments, we fabricated 50µm grippers that remain 
attached to the substrate upon release. The arms were patterned on the Cu sacrificial layer 
and thus able to fold. The base of the gripper was patterned directly onto the Si wafer and 
remained attached during the release and folding process. We pipetted L-929 fibroblasts 
in media on top of the open grippers. The grippers closed around individual cells after 
two to six hours in warm culture media due to the slow etching action of the ions in the 
media (Figure 3.11). The gripper arms closed tightly around each cell, trapping it within 
its grasp, but not crushing it as evidenced by an intact cell membrane in a live/dead assay. 
Some grippers were empty, but when occupied, each of the grippers only contained one 
cell. The best observed yield for successfully filled grippers was 48% for an area of 
approximately 75 grippers and the most important factor modulating yield was the 
concentration of cells used in the suspension. The SiO/SiO2 grippers also are transparent, 
and thus are ideal for imaging the cells trapped within using optical microscopy 
techniques. These grippers have slit openings at the intersection of the arms and 
consequently, nutrients, waste and other biochemicals can flow easily to and from the 
cells, yet we observed that the force is strong enough so that the cells do not escape 
during staining and imaging. We performed a live/dead assay by staining with calcein 
AM and ethidium homodimer after the cells were captured (Figure 3.11 a-c). The cells 
were successfully stained, demonstrating that they are alive, and that the assay chemicals 
successfully penetrated the grippers. Thus, grippers do not harm the cells, and they allow 
the cells access to any chemicals within the media. 
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We also fixed the cells and performed scanning electron microscopy on an array 
of grippers with isolated fixed cells (Figure 3.11 d). This image confirms that the cell is 
contained within the arms of the gripper, as opposed to floating on top of the gripper. It is 
noteworthy that the cells conformed to the shape of the gripper highlighting potential 
interactions with the faces of the gripper (Figures 3.11c-d).  
3.2.4 In vitro red blood cell capture 
We also investigated applicability of 35 µm grippers to capture red blood cells 
from a beagle blood sample (Figure 3.12). Red blood cells were pipetted onto partially 
released grippers. Many grippers were able to trap single blood cells within their arms. 
Optical profilometry and microscopy on the grippers confirmed that the cells were 
trapped within the grippers. This experiment highlights the potential for these devices as 
in vivo cell capture tools, with a thermoresponsive hinge trigger adapted from previous 
gripper designs; such devices could easily navigate the intricate conduits of the human 
body, allowing surgeons to extract single cells in a non-invasive manner from hard-to-
reach areas deep within the body. It is also noteworthy that Si and SiO2 (and by 
extension, SiO, a mixture of Si and SiO2) have been shown to be biodegradable over time 
when used in dissolvable electronics, making them ideal materials for an in vivo 
application.[179] If needed, such tools could also be created with magnetic elements using 
highly stressed bilayers of nickel (Ni) with rigid Ni panels for guidance through narrow 
conduits using magnetic fields. As an additional form of motion control, patterned 






In summary, we have designed and fabricated grippers capable of capturing and 
isolating single cells. These single cell grippers, made from biocompatible, optically 
transparent materials, can be arrayed for high throughput in vitro assays and imaging or 
released for use as free-floating tools. We employed varying sizes of these grippers to 
capture individual fibroblasts and red blood cells. These cells were alive and could be 
assayed or fixed for imaging. Because these devices are fabricated in 2D and 
subsequently folded into 3D, future studies could explore patterned topography such as 
spikes, holes, and nanoscale roughness, and biochemical surface functionalizations in 
specific designs onto one or more device walls. This approach could enable multiple 
assays to be run at one time on a single cell. Additionally, our group has previously 
demonstrated the fabrication of many different shaped of polyhedra.[162, 188] Future studies 
could utilize these pyramidal grippers and other regular polyhedra to study the effect of 
3D confinement on cell growth and morphology. Additionally, our process is amenable to 
other lithographic approaches such as e-beam or nanoimprint lithography for sub-cellular 
gripping capabilities. Finally, this work highlights the potential for these tools as in vivo 
cell capture tools, capable of navigating intricate conduits within the circulatory, central 
nervous, and urinogenital systems.  






Figure 3.3. Illustration of single cell gripper fabrication and use on substrates or as 
free-floating tools. (a) Fabrication scheme for creating single cell grippers. The pre-
stressed bilayer is a SiO/SiO2 bilayer, while the rigid segments can be made of SiO. Upon 
dissolution of the sacrificial layer, the arms can be released to close around cells. An 
optional thermo-responsive trigger layer can be molded atop the grippers. (b) Illustration 
of cells captured by single cell microgrippers arrays. (c) Illustration of free-floating single 




Figure 3.4. Optical images of single cell grippers before and after closing. (a) Optical 
image of grippers released from the substrate with open arms prior to closing, in sizes 
ranging from 10 µm to 50 µm. (b-c) Zoomed optical images of 50 µm grippers (b) prior 
to release from the substrate and (c) closed tightly after release. (d-e) Optical images of 
10 µm grippers (d) open and (e)closed. Scale bars are (a, b, c) 25 µm and (d, e) 10 µm. (f-
g) SEM images at different magnifications of closed single cell grippers attached to the 
substrate. Scale bars are (f) 10 µm and (g) 5 µm. 
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Figure 3.5. Optical images of magnetic nickel single cell grippers. (a) Ni/Ni grippers 
prior to release from the substrate. (b) Unfolded Ni/Ni single cell grippers released from 
the wafer substrate with paraffin hinge triggers. (b) Folded Ni/Ni single cell grippers with 
























Figure 3.6. Film stress as a function of thickness. Stress changes more drastically with 
thickness for SiO2 films compared to SiO films. Both change from more compressive to 

























Figure 3.7. Effect of time on SiO2 film stress. Film stress in evaporated SiO2 vs. time, 
measured in SiO and SiO2 films deposited directly following evaporation. SiO2 is 
evaporated on top of SiO and its stress is calculated assuming a constant SiO compressive 
stress of 256 MPa.  
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Figure 3.8. Characterization of thin film stress and gripper folding angle. (a) Graphs 
depicting the effect of strain and bilayer thickness on folding angle for a 70 µm gripper. 
(b) Graphs depicting the effect of strain and bilayer thickness on folding angle for a 10 
µm gripper.  The red star on the two left graphs indicates the observed folding angle for 
each gripper size.  
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Figure 3.9. Folding angle versus bilayer thickness. (a) Folding angle changes with SiO 
thickness when SiO2 is fixed as 30 nm. (b) Folding angle changes with SiO2 thickness 
when SiO is fixed as 10 nm. In both cases, the mismatched strain is 0.0043 for a 70 µm 
gripper. (c) Folding angle change with SiO thickness when SiO2 is fixed as 3 nm. (d) 
Folding angle change with SiO2 thickness when SiO is fixed as 3 nm. In both cases, the 














Figure 3.10 Estimation of gripper folding angle. (a-b) Experimentally observed (a) and 
model calculated (b) folding of a 70 µm gripper. (c-d) Experimentally observed (a) and 
model calculated (b) folding of a 10 µm gripper. There is an approximately 25% 
difference in model prediction and experimental results. We attribute this difference to 
the error of stress measurement and film thickness during evaporation, particularly due to 




Figure 3.11. Single cell microgripper arrays.(a-c) Individual cells captured within the 
arms of grippers. (c, inset) The cell inside the gripper has conformed to the square shape 
of the gripper base. (d) SEM image of a cell trapped within the arms of a gripper, with 
several untrapped cells surrounding. Scale bars are 10 µm. 
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Figure 3.12. Capture of single red blood cells and free-floating single cell grippers. 
(a-c) Optical images of red blood cells trapped in 35 µm SiO/SiO2 grippers. (a) Grippers 
with red blood cells prior to folding and release from the substrate. Scale bar is 35 µm. 
(b-c) Red blood cells captured by grippers. Scale bars are 10 µm. 
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3.3 pH- and ionic-strength sensitive hydrogel microgrippers* 
Metallic and semiconductor components have been used as precursors for self-
folding of sheets, containers, and microgrippers, using either surface tension or intrinsic 
thin film stresses, including my own work in the previous two sections.[26, 189, 190] 
However, in many applications such as biological devices, there is a need to incorporate 
biocompatible and quickly biodegradable materials such as polymers. The incorporation 
of smart polymers such as hydrogels offers the possibility for stimuli-responsive 
structures. The reversibility of such polymers is well-known and would be a desirable 
trait for self-folding devices. Guan et al. developed polymeric self-folding 
chitosan/poly(ethylene glycol methacrylate-co-ethylene glycol dimethacrylate) bilayers 
which fold in the presence of water.[191] Related bilayers patterned from 
poly(methyacrylic acid)/poly(hydroxyethyl methacrylate) folded in solution as a result of 
pH-related swelling differential, and were used as a drug delivery platform in the 
digestive tract.[192] We sought to design an all-polymer scheme with a focus on direct 
patterning using photocrosslinking. We demonstrate the development of photopatterned 
hydrogels composed of co-polymerized N-isopropyl-acrylamide (NIPAM), Acrylic Acid 
(AAc), poly-hydroxyl ethyl methacrylate (HEMA), and poly-ethylene glycol diacrylate 
(PEGDA) and their integration using photolithography. Our approach does not require 
plasma etching or stamping;[73] rather the polymer is directly crosslinked with UV light. 
This direct patterning allows for integration of bilayer actuators with rigid panels to 
enable the construction of complex, patterned, 3D structures that are biocompatible, are 
*Portions reprinted from Polymer, 51, N. Bassik, B. Abebe, K. Laflin, D. H. Gracias, 
Photolithographically Patterned Smart Hydrogel Based Bilayer Actuators, 6093-6098, (2010), with 
permission from Elsevier. 
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economical to fabricate, and may be useful in microtools.  
NIPAM has been widely investigated for its ability to undergo fast phase 
transitions as a result of temperature changes. By copolymerizing NIPAM with pH-
responsive monomers such as AAc, it is possible to design a dual-responsive 
(temperature and pH) hydrogel system. It has been previously demonstrated that 
copolymerization of NIPAM with HEMA[193] and poly-ethylene glycol (PEG) can be 
used to design biodegradable biomaterials that are applicable in medical fields. The effect 
of ionic strength (IS) and pH on hydrodynamic diameter of NIPAM-based microgel 
particles has also been studied.[54, 194, 195] A decrease in hydrodynamic diameter was 
observed when microgels were exposed to an increase in IS. However, previous studies 
utilized solution-based polymerization techniques, and the results warranted an extension 
to photopatterned devices. Previously, PNIPAM in an organic solvent (1-butanol) was 
crosslinked into specific 2D shapes to study solvent-driven motion.[196] A key formulation 
parameter for enabling photocrosslinking is the inclusion of both the NIPAM monomer 
and pre-polymerized chains in the precursor solution, which allowed for adequate 
viscosity and UV sensitivity.  
3.3.1 Fabrication of hydrogel-based Venus flytrap grippers 
We copolymerized NIPAM with AAc via photocrosslinking to result in a pH- and 
IS-sensitive component of a bilayer actuator. We were able to design a structure 
reminiscent of the Venus flytrap (VF) plant [45] using rigid SU-8 panels and a connecting 
hinge. The VF opened and closed reversibly on exposure to varying pH and IS, 
demonstrating a straightforward fabrication technique for integration of hydrogel hinged 
actuators.  
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NIPAM solution was prepared by mixing of 3 g NIPAM monomer (Scientific 
Polymer Products Inc.), 0.4 g poly-N-isopropylacrylamide (pNIPAM, 300,000 molecular 
weight, Scientific Polymer Products Inc.) and 0.18 g BIS-Acrylamide (N,N-
Methylenebis-Acrylamide) (Aldrich), dissolved in 7.5 mL of n-butanol (Sigma). The 
solution was vortexed overnight to aid dissolution of the pNIPAM. We added 0.31 mL 
acrylic acid and then decanted (after settling) to remove any insoluble crystals. One 
hundred microliters of photoinitiator, Irgacure 2100 (Ciba), was added to the solution just 
prior to photolithographic patterning. Polyethylene glycol diacrylate (7mL) (PEGDA, 
726 MW Scientific Polymer Products Inc.) was mixed with 10 µL Irgacure 2022 and 
covered with aluminum foil to protect from prepolymerization. 
Solutions were cast or spin-coated onto a glass slide.  NIPAM-AAc was exposed 
to UV light at approximately 50 mJ/cm2 (measured at 365 nm).  PEGDA was exposed at 
approximately 90 mJ/cm2. The optimum exposure varied depending on desired sample 
thickness and photoinitiator concentration. NIPAM-AAc and PEGDA were developed in 
ethanol and placed in deionized (DI) water for overnight before swelling analysis.   
We fabricated Venus flytrap grippers composed of both rigid polymer panels and 
PEGDA/pNIPAM-AAc bilayer hinges. The rigid panels were prepared by spin coating 
SU-8 2015 (Microchem) at 2000 rpm on a glass slide to provide an approximately 20 µm 
thick film. After exposing at approximately 530 mJ/cm2, the panels were developed for 
55 seconds in Propylene glycol monomethyl ether acetate (PGMEA) and rinsed with 
isopropyl alcohol (IPA). Prior to bilayer coating, the slides were plasma cleaned for 2 
minutes. The hydrogel bilayer photopolymerization was performed in noncontact mode. 
The PEGDA solution was spin-coated on top of the SU-8 rigid frames at 1000 rpm and 
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exposed at 50 mJ/cm2. Subsequently, the NIPAM-AAc solution was cast on top and 
exposed for an additional 90 mJ/cm2. We observed that pure PEGDA was immiscible 
with both water and butanol, and therefore the PEGDA monomer solution did not mix 
with other layers in the photopatterning process. The polymerized patterns were 
developed in ethanol. The thickness of the bilayer was approximately 225 µm. Multiple 
VF sizes were fabricated with sizes ranging from several mm to approximately 2 cm. The 
photopatterned shapes were then released from the glass slide in DI water. The bending 
of PEGDA/pNIPAM-AAc bilayer system was triggered by changing the IS and pH of the 
solvents.  
Four stock solutions of 200 mL each were prepared at pH 2.5, 4.8, 7.8, and 12.1 
with an IS of 0.2M using phosphate salts. In order to study the effect of IS on the 
swelling of NIPAM-based gels, additional buffers were prepared by taking 50 mL from 
the stock and adding appropriate amounts of NaCl. It should be noted that we anticipated 
minimal coupling between pH and IS since we kept one value approximately constant 
while varying the other. 
3.3.2 Effect of IS and pH on swelling 
Swelling ratio tests revealed differing swelling behaviors for the polymerized gels. 
pH-sensitive hydrogels swell or contract in response to pH changes as a result of the 
charge density of the material. Acidic hydrogels, such as pNIPAM-AAc, swell in 
solutions with a pH above the pKa of the hydrogel [52] due to the ionization and 
subsequent dissociation of the acid groups in the hydrogel. As governed by the Donnan 
equilibrium, osmotic pressure proportional to the difference in mobile ion concentration 
inside and outside the hydrogel is generated.[59, 197]  Changes in IS alter the Debye 
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screening lengths of hydrogels,[198] causing swelling or contraction due to different 
degrees of self-repulsion of the hydrogel monomers. Specifically, increasing the 
concentration of salt in solution causes the mobile ion concentration outside of the 
hydrogel to approach or even surpass the mobile ion concentration inside the hydrogel. 
This change in the osmotic pressure causes reduced swelling in ionized hydrogels or de-
swelling in neutral hydrogels.[199] Maximum swelling is constrained by the cross-linking 
of the chains.[200] Transport and diffusion of ions through hydrogels and the resultant 
kinetics of swelling are complex and explored elsewhere.[200-202] 
Overall, NIPAM-AAc showed the most sensitivity to changes in pH due to the 
dissociation of its acid groups.[59, 197] PEGDA was mostly insensitive to pH. Both showed 
some sensitivity to IS, specifically showing a decrease in swelling with increasing IS. 
This can be attributed to the similarity of mobile ion concentration inside and outside of 
the hydrogels.[199] Detailed data and graphs of swelling ratios for NIPAM, NIPAM-AAc, 
HEMA, and PEGDA can be found in the original paper. By combining the large swelling 
capability of NIPAM-AAc with the minimal swelling capability of PEGDA, we can 
create bilayers which curl and uncurl in response to changes in pH and IS. This curling 
action occurs due to the shared boundary of the two hydrogels and the increased stress in 
the layers due to the difference in swelling (Figure 3.13). 
3.3.3 Venus flytrap patterning and folding 
Hinged structures in the shape of a VF were fabricated with rigid SU-8 panels and 
PEGDA/NIPAM-AAC bilayer hinges. SU-8 was chosen for the rigid segments because it 
is structurally rigid and biocompatible. Additionally, it is highly crosslinked and 
chemically-resistive; for example, it swells only 0.5% in Dulbecco’s phosphate buffered 
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saline.[203] The bilayer polymers adhered well to atmospheric plasma-treated SU-8 and to 
each other. The structures released easily from the glass substrate in water. Registration 
of the layers was made easier because of the opacity of the SU-8 panels.   
The hinged VF shapes have a different equilibrium state than the bilayer 
structures due to the difference to initial stress created in the hinge bilayer from 
patterning over the uneven geometry of the SU-8 rigid panels. Their initial state in a pH 
7.8/IS 0.2M was folded to a higher angle (as compared to bilayer folding) due to 
significant NIPAM-AAc swelling. When transferred to a pH 2.5/IS 1.1M solution, the 
NIPAM-AAc layer contracted, generating compressive stress, causing the structure to 
unfold and then fold in the same direction as the bilayer folding, as seen in Figure 3.14.  
The rigid SU-8 panels maintained the structure of the VF shape and only folded 
along the bilayer hinge, whereas bilayer shapes actuated along the entire surface, causing 
a rolling effect. The folding action took place in anywhere from 10 seconds to several 
minutes, depending on the thickness of the hinge layers. The VF’s were reversible over 
15 cycles.   
3.3.4 Conclusions 
We have demonstrated an integrated approach to create hydrogel bilayers via 
lithographic patterning that fold and unfold in response to changing aqueous conditions. 
By choosing patternable acrylate derivatives such as PEGDA and NIPAM-AAc, regions 
with high differential swelling characteristics were created. Of relevance to biological 
applications, we note that the materials themselves are known to be biocompatible. We 
constructed VF-shaped hinged structures with SU-8 rigid panels and a hydrogel bilayer 
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hinge which folded in response to changes in IS and pH.  This bilayer closed and re-
opened using the energy of the solution, without wires or electricity.   
A highlight of this technique is the ease with which a stimuli-responsive polymer 
can be turned into an actuator. The ease and simplicity of this parallel fabrication scheme 
makes this technology accessible and highly economical. While our actuator operated on 
the time scale of minutes, we expect that actuation time will decrease as a function of 





Fig. 3.13. Schematic of PEGDA/NIPAM-AAc bilayer actuation mechanism. A: A 
hydrogel bilayer is placed in aqueous solution 1 with specific pH and IS. It comes to 
equilibrium. B: The bilayer is transferred to solution 2 which has different pH and IS. C: 
Gel 1 swells in response to the environmental changes while Gel 2 does not swell, 
causing the bilayer to fold. D:  The bilayer is transferred back into solution 1. E: Gel 1 





Fig. 3.14. Venus flytrap actuator folding in changing pH/IS.  VF-shaped actuator with 
hinge constructed from rigid SU-8 segments with a NIPAM-AAc/PEODA bilayer hinge.  
Reversible folding occurred when the structure was transferred from a pH 2.5/ IS 1.1 M 
solution to a pH 7.8/ IS 0.2 M solution. The folding was reversible over 15 cycles. Scale 
bar is 3 mm. 
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3.4 Stimuli-responsive theragrippers for controlled release* 
Thus far, I have shown microgrippers applied as diagnostic tools. I have shown 
their ability to excise tissue for histolotical and genetic analysis for cancer diagnosis and 
their ability to isolate single cells for assays and imaging. However, I speculated that a 
stimuli-responsive gripping device would be useful to locally deliver drugs for the 
treatment of disease, as well.  
Drug delivery mechanisms have an enormous impact on the efficacy and 
bioavailability of pharmaceuticals. There are many accepted routes of administration 
including but not limited to oral, rectal, buccal, nasal, ocular, vaginal, intravenous, and 
topical. Controlled release systems offer several advantages: better control over drug 
concentration, longer residence time, minimized side effects, drug protection from harsh 
conditions, and lower administration frequency[205]. Inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) 
and gastrointestinal (GI) cancer patients would benefit from such improvements over 
current treatments. In the case of IBD, achieving the therapeutic dose is difficult due to 
unpleasant delivery methods such as rectal suppositories or enemas; the wide range of pH, 
enzymatic activity, and pressure throughout the GI tract; and low absorption and variable 
transit time through the GI tract.[206] Patients must often take a combination of up to 16 
pills a day, rectal suppositories and enemas, reducing patient quality of life.[207, 208] 
Likewise, chemotherapy treatments for cancer are often delivered systemically, resulting 
in painful and unpleasant side effects for patients. An extended, site-specific delivery of 
drugs could potentially reduce these side effects, improve drug efficacy, and improve 
*An edited excerpt from K. E. Malachowski, J. Breger, H. R. Kwag, M. O. Wang, J. P. Fisher, F. 
Selaru, D. H. Gracias. “Stimuli-responsive theragrippers for controlled release.” Under review.  
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patient quality of life.  
Many hydrogels have been developed for controlled release of pharmaceuticals, 
including micro or nanoparticles,[209-212] capsules or cylinders,[213, 214] and patches or 
discs,[66, 215-219] made from a variety of materials and fabrication methods.[56, 220] In 
particular, stimuli-responsive hydrogels are of interest to the drug delivery community 
due to their responsiveness to the unique range of pH and temperatures within the GI 
tract, thereby offering the possibility for well controlled drug release.[66, 71, 83, 215] In this 
paper, we describe a polymeric, biphasic drug eluting theragripper which is capable of 
closing around tissue in response to body temperature and releasing a drug from its layers 
and pores. Actuation of the theragrippers is derived from stimuli-responsive soft micro-
origami paradigms.[83, 221-225] This device is made from biodegradable, photopatternable 
polypropylene fumarate (PPF)[226-228] and biocompatible pNIPAM-AAc (see Appendix 
A).[83] Our central hypothesis is that by combining, (a) the thermally responsive 
properties of NIPAM, (b) the tissue gripping capabilities of a photolithographically 
shaped multi-fingered device with sharp tips, (c) the high stiffness of biodegradable PPF, 
and (d) the controlled release properties of porous polymers, that we can deliver sustained 
doses of drugs more effectively using a combined chemical and mechanical approach.  
3.4.1 Theragripper fabrication 
Considerable thought was given to the choice of materials and fabrication 
processes for the theragripper design and actuation and this distinguishes our work from 
prior uses of stimuli responsive polymers in drug delivery. We realize that pNIPAM and 
other hydrogels have been used extensively in active drug delivery devices due to their 
stimuli-responsiveness.[66, 71, 83, 229] Below 32°C, pNIPAM-AAc is hydrophilic and swells 
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in water; above 32°C it becomes hydrophobic and collapses as a result of the dehydration 
of its hydrophobic groups.[230] However while this mechanism makes PNIPAM an ideal 
hinge material, on its own, this hydrogel suffers from a low modulus that makes them 
weak and floppy as actuatorsand gripping devices. Importantly, by combining PNIPAM 
with PPF which has a modulus three orders of magnitude greater than that of most 
hydrogels, and has been previously used in bone tissue engineering,[231-235] we are able to 
create a robust gripping device to latch onto cells and tissue. Further, by developing a 
photolithographic approach, we could precisely shape this stiff, bone-like material to 
create sharp tips that can dig into tissue to secure the theragrippers in place (Figure 1a). 
Thus, pNIPAM-AAc hinges swell and collapse in response to temperature, while the PPF 
panels provide rigidity and strength to the device, causing the theragrippers to open and 
close at body temperature (Figure 3.15 a-b). These grippers are similar in shape to our 
metallic microgrippers which have been used for in vitro and in vivo tissue biopsies.[84, 236, 
237]  
PPF was synthesized using a previously published protocol; the molecular weight 
was determined to be 952 Da with a polydispersity of 1.9. To make photopatternable PPF 
solution, we mixed three parts PPF stock solution with one part diethyl fumarate (DEF, 
Sigma Aldrich) at 65˚C and added 5% Irgacure 2100 (Ciba) by weight. To make 
photopatternable pNIPAM-AAc solution, we dissolved 3 g NIPAm monomer (Scientific 
Polymer Products Inc.), 0.4 g poly-N-isopropylacrylamide (pNIPAM, 300,000 Da 
molecular weight, Scientific Polymer Products Inc.) and 0.18 g N,N-Methylenebis-
Acrylamide (Sigma Aldrich) in 7.5 mL of n-butanol (Sigma Aldrich) and let the solution 
stir overnight. We added 0.31 mL acrylic acid (Sigma Aldrich) to the solution and stirred 
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to dissolve. Finally, we added 5% w/w Irgacure 2100. The theragrippers can store and 
elute drugs from the polymer networks in one or both layers. These grippers are also 
transparent, allowing visualization of the grasped tissue if needed. Thus, the material 
composition and properties of the theragrippers make them ideal as drug delivery devices, 
as they could grip onto and elute a drug in close proximity to a targeted tissue such as in 
the GI tract (Figure 3.15 c).  
The theragrippers can be engineered using three different methods (Figure 3.16). 
Method 1 theragrippers (TG1) were fabricated on a silicon wafer with 
photolithographically patterned chromium (Cr) and copper (Cu) alignment markers. We 
spin-coated a 30% solution of polyvinyl alcohol (PVA, Sigma Aldrich, 9000 Da 
molecular weight, 80% hydrolyzed) on top of the wafers as a sacrificial release layer and 
baked for 1 minute at 115˚C. We spin coated PPF solution on top of the silicon wafers at 
3000 rpm and exposed at 650 mJ/cm2 on a mask aligner (Quintel). Without developing, 
we cast 1 mL of pNIPAM-AAc solution on top of the PPF layer by hand and exposed at 
100 mJ/cm2. We developed both layers by rinsing vigorously with ethanol and deionized 
(DI) water. Finally, we released the theragrippers from the substrate by dissolving the 
PVA sacrificial layer in DI water for approximately 20 minutes. We increased the extent 
of loading by developing a second method (TG2), wherein we created pores in the PPF 
via salt leaching during fabrication.[231] To do this, we incorporated 5% by weight finely 
ground sodium chloride (NaCl) into the PPF solution prior to patterning. pNIPAM-AAc 
hinges were photopatterned in the same way as Method 1. After release, the NaCl was 
dissolved away in DI water overnight to leave pores in the PPF. Subsequently, TG2 
theragrippers were released from the substrate by dissolving the PVA sacrificial layer in 
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DI water for approximately 20 minutes and soaked in a dye or drug solution. Method 3 
theragrippers (TG3) were fabricated by mixing 10 mg of dry chemical in 10 mL of PPF 
prior to patterning. pNIPAM-AAc hinges were photopatterned in the same way as 
Method 1. TG3 theragrippers were released from the substrate by dissolving the PVA 
sacrificial layer in DI water for approximately 20 minutes and used immediately. 
3.4.2 Characterization of drug and dye release 
We observed the drug release profiles of the theragrippers by loading fluorescein 
sodium salt into each layer and allowing the dye to elute into DI water at 32°C (Figure 
3.17). Fabrication and loading mechanisms for each style of theragripper are detailed in 
Figure 3.16. We observed in TG1 theragrippers that the chemical was loaded primarily 
in the pNIPAM-AAc. We attribute this to the pNIPAM-AAc's high capacity for swelling 
because it is a hydrogel, compared to the non-swelling PPF layer.[238] Additionally, the 
pNIPAM-AAc layer is hydrophilic at 4°C, while the PPF is hydrophobic and thus less 
able to accept the aqueous hydrophilic drug solution. We observed that TG2 
theragrippers contained dye in both the pNIPAM-AAc hinge layer and the large pores in 
the PPF, leading to a larger total amount of dye released (Figure 3.17 b). TG3 
theragrippers contained dye primarily in the interstitial spaces of the PPF network. They 
demonstrated extended release over a longer period of time due to the dense crosslinking 
and narrow interstitial spaces of the PPF polymer network (Figure 3.17 c).[234] 
We quantified the chemical elution profiles and plotted cumulative release over a 
period of 7 days using a fluorescein dye which eluted into DI water at 37°C (Figure 3.18 
a-b). Six theragrippers of each type were taken at random, rinsed three times with 25˚C 
DI water, and added to a vial of 20 mL of 37˚C DI water. 300 µL samples of the solution 
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were taken at each time point, and were excited and analyzed at 485 nm and 538 nm on a 
plate reader (Spectramax Gemini XPS, Molecular Devices). The cumulative release 
profile signifies the total amount of drug released over that period and plotted per gripper. 
We note that burst release effects from concentrated drug or dye on or near the surface of 
the theragrippers were minimized by rinsing the grippers well in DI water prior to each 
study. Although all three samples were prepared using the same 1 mg/mL solution, we 
observed that the cumulative elution from each was very different. Cumulative elution 
from TG2 was more than double that from TG1 and we attribute this to high loading of 
dye into the salt-leached PPF pores. This rationalization is based on prior material 
characterization of salt-leached porous PPF.[231, 233] TG3 showed the least cumulative 
elution. We attribute this slow release to the dye being trapped in the interior of the PPF 
polymer network. Further, the release rate from TG1 and TG2 is much faster than TG3; 
both these grippers eluted 90% of the plateau concentration in the first 6 hours and 
reached a plateau in 24 hours, while TG3 continued eluting consistently over 7 days and 
did not plateau.  
In addition to fluorescent dyes, our processing methodology is also applicable 
with real drugs which are often formulated as powders. We highlight this applicability 
using Mesalamine, a well-known anti-inflammatory drug for inflammatory bowel 
diseases. Mesalamine was removed from Pentasa® capsules (Shire) and ground with a 
mortar and pestle into a fine powder. 5% mesalamine by weight was added to the PPF 
solution prior to patterning of theragrippers (Method 3). 60 theragrippers were rinsed 
with DI water three times and added to 15 mL of 37˚C DI water. 300 µL samples of the 
solution were taken at each time point and analyzed using liquid chromatography mass 
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spectroscopy (Waters Acquity H Class UPLC) (Figure 3.18 c). The drug eluted over a 
period of 7 days before it reached a plateau and showed a slow and steady release profile 
consistent with TG3.  
GI cancers would also benefit from delivery of a low but consistent concentration 
of chemotherapeutic drugs directly to targeted tumor sites. To study this application, we 
quantified the elution profile of doxorubicin from standard theragrippers soaked in a 400 
µg/mL doxorubicin (DOX) solution (TG1) (Figure 3.18 c). Six theragrippers were taken 
at random, rinsed three times with 25˚C DI water, and added to a vial of 20 mL of 37˚C 
DI water. 300 µL samples of the solution were taken at each time point, and were excited 
and analyzed at 485 nm and 590 nm on a plate reader. Although the DOX-TG1 were 
prepared in the same way, they showed a more extended release as compared to the 
fluorescein-TG1. We attribute this difference to the higher hydrophobicity of DOX as 
compared to fluorescein which is hydrophilic. 
After examining and fitting a number of kinetic models, including zero order, first 
order, Higuchi, and Korsmeyer-Peppas, to the release data, we observed that our data best 
fits a first order kinetic model (Figure 3.18 d), which goes as  kts eCC  1  where C is 
the drug concentration in the surrounding solution and Cs is the initial drug concentration 
in the matrix. First order kinetics is common with diffusion-controlled polymer matrix 
systems with the assumption that the dye or drug is uniformly distributed within the 
polymer layer.[205, 239-243] Unlike reservoir systems that have a highly concentrated drug 
solution acting as a sink, the concentration of drug within the polymer matrix is 
decreasing with time, thus the rate is concentration-dependent. If we rearrange the above 
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ln . Thus, in Figure 3.15 d, we plotted 
the natural log of the fraction of drug remaining in the matrix versus negative time, where 
the slope of the line is the first order rate constant. The first order rate constants are given 
in Table 3.4.  
Table 3.4. Rate constant and R2 value for theragripper first order kinetic models 
Gripper Style K (hr-1) R2 
Fluorescein TG1 0.128 0.9007 
Fluorescein TG2 0.138 0.8994 
Fluorescein TG3 0.007 0.9662 
Mesalamine TG3 0.003 0.9617 
Doxorubicin TG1 0.015 0.9093 
 
The widely varying rate constants explain the different rates of elution and are affected 
by the drug solubility in both the polymer and the solution, drug-polymer interactions in 
the matrix, diffusivity and morphology of the polymers, and the method of loading as 
described in a comprehensive review on polymer drug delivery.[238] 
3.4.3 Biphasic release from theragrippers 
In addition to rate control from a single layer, we note that the use of multi-
layered polymeric drug delivery systems offers the possibility of achieving biphasic 
release profiles to rapidly achieve the therapeutic dose and enables the delivery of 
multiple drugs from a single device. We illustrated this point by demonstrating biphasic 
release of two differently colored fluorescent dyes, rhodamine 6G (red) and fluorescein 
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(green) at 37°C (Figure 3.19). We incorporated rhodamine 6G into the PPF pre-polymer 
using Method 3 and loaded fluorescein into the pNIPAM-AAc by soaking the grippers as 
per Method 1. We observed that the fluorescein dye was expelled quickly from the 
pNIPAM-AAc layer, while the rhodamine eluted significantly more slowly during a 3 
hour time period from the PPF layer. The dyes appear to remain isolated from each other 
in their individual layers. This experiment illustrates that a combination of methods 
and/or drugs can be tailored for specific therapeutic applications. 
3.4.4 Doxorubicin delivery to an in vitro model 
An important hypothesis in this work is that the gripping action of multi-fingered 
theragrippers would enhance drug delivery efficacy compared to a non-gripping patch. 
We developed an in vitro model to compare the DOX delivery efficacy of a flat square 
patch versus a theragripper to a clump of cells subjected to medium flow (5 mL/min) as 
would occur under in vivo conditions in the GI tract. The patch was designed with the 
identical pNIPAM-AAc bilayer composition and volume. However, in contrast to the 
theragrippers, these bilayers were not patterned with segmented fingers; hence they could 
not grip onto cells or tissue and curved only slightly. After loading both the theragrippers 
and patches with 0.75 µM DOX, we pipetted each onto a clump of MDA-MB-231 breast 
cancer cells at 37°C. The gripper closed around the cells, while the patch retained its 
slight curvature (Figure 3.20 a, c). Hence, during flow, the gripper remained attached to 
the cells the entire time while the patch drifted away from the cells in the direction of the 
flow after an average of 20 minutes. Thus only the theragrippers eluted DOX in the 
vicinity of the cells for the entire two hours.  
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After this period, we removed the grippers and patch, and rinsed with PBS for 20 
minutes at 5 mL/min to remove any residual DOX. We tested the efficacy of DOX in 
killing cells by staining the DOX-exposed cells to a viability stain composed of calcein 
AM and ethidium homodimer. The patch shows lower numbers of dead cells as compared 
to the theragripper (Figure 3.20 b, d; Figure 3.21). The results show that DOX was more 
efficiently delivered directly to the cells via the gripper than the patch and that the 
gripping action played a critical role in achieving this effectiveness. Additionally, the 
effectiveness of the gripping action could be gauged by analyzing the retrieved 
theragrippers which contained cells within their grasp (Figure 3.20 e, f). This result 
suggests that the theragrippers could grasp mucosal tissue and resist being carried away 
along with the frequent shedding of mucus lining in the GI tract. It is noteworthy that 
patches have been previously developed with mucoadhesive coatings to enhance 
attachment to the GI mucosa[66, 244]. One limitation of this approach is that the initial 
application force and contact time significantly affect bonding strength.[244, 245] And, 
while it is possible for patients or doctors to apply a large initial application force to a 
buccal patch, it is significantly more challenging to firmly apply a patch with sufficient 
force to the lower GI tract by oral or endoscopic delivery. The autonomous gripping 
action of the theragrippers reduces this requirement for application of high forces to 
enable attachment. Further, if enhancement of adhesion is needed, our approach 
facilitates inclusion of mucoadhesive coatings by dip-coating or spin coating.  
3.4.5 Porcine in vivo model of controlled dye release 
In order to demonstrate feasibility of drug delivery in clinical conditions, we also 
performed an in vivo experiment using theragrippers loaded with an endoscopically 
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visualizable blue food dye in a porcine GI model. We used a porcine GI model because 
these best resemble the human GI anatomy. Experimental protocols were approved by 
The Johns Hopkins University IACUC and met guidelines of the National Institutes of 
Health guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals. Theragrippers were soaked in 
blue food coloring for 24 hours (Method 1) and stored in an ice bath until use. After an 
endoscope was introduced into the esophagus of the pig, the theragrippers were delivered 
by injection through a catheter placed in one of the ports of the endoscope.  We used a 
standard double channel endoscope (EG-3830TK PENTAX, Tokyo, Japan). The 
theragrippers remained open and began to close after sliding into the stomach due to the 
large quantity of fluid and the forceful contractions of the esophagus (Figure 3.22). We 
observed that the grippers were scattered around the stomach with good coverage. The 
model drug was observed to be contained in the gripper (Figure 3.22 a) and then eluting 
from the gripper (Figure 3.22 b) over time. Some grippers did not show visible drug 
elution possibly due to the majority of the drug being washed away during the endoscopic 
delivery in water. Closing of the grippers occurs spontaneously on warming up from the 
cold temperatures in the ice bath to the body temperature, which typically occurred 
within a few minutes. In order to delay or accelerate the time-to-close, cold or hot water 
could be introduced into the catheter along with the theragrippers, thereby facilitating 
gripping in different regions of the GI tract.  
3.4.6 Conclusions 
In summary, we have demonstrated a new approach for sustained drug release 
from therapeutic all-polymeric multi-fingered grippers with sharp tips for gripping into 
tissue. The theragrippers can be fabricated in a high throughput, parallel and cost-
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effective manner using lithographic processes. These processes also facilitate enable 
accurate design modifications using AutoCAD tools and photomasks. Due to the stimuli-
responsive gripping action of these devices, they function autonomously and can be 
deployed en masse. They can absorb small molecule drugs, and their biphasic release can 
eluteone or more drugs, rapidly or slowly up to 7 days, enabling a highly tunable device. 
Their extended release period of a week offers a significant improvement over the daily 
rectal drug delivery currently used in the treatment of IBD, yet is short enough to avoid 
concerns of the breakdown of pNIPAM. Their multi-fingered design shows improved 
site-specific delivery under flow compared to a patch design. Thus, these devices can 
more effectively provide rapid or extended site-specific administration of one or more 
drugs by actively gripping into tissue with the combination of stiff, bone-like tips and 
thermoresponsive hinges. The theragripperswere small enough to be deployed via 
catheters and dye delivery was also successful in vivo. As a result, patients could 
experience fewer side effects and higher overall drug efficacy, both of which need to be 
further evaluated. Future experiments investigating drug stability and bioavailability 
within the device and the pharmacokinetics of mesalamine when delivered via site-
specific controlled release will also need to be evaluated in vivo. These studies are limited 
by the lack an effective porcine IBD model, which is still under development. 
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Figure 3.15. Design and proof of principle of drug eluting theragrippers. (a) 
Schematic of theragrippers with PPF rigid panels and flexible stimuli-responsive 
pNIPAM-AAc hinges. Due to the thermal responsiveness of the pNIPAM-AAc, the 
grippers reversibly open and close around body temperature. (b) Theragrippers originally 
closed at 4°C, open as the solution temperature increases, and finally close again in the 
opposite direction at 37°C. (c) Conceptual illustration of theragrippers attached to a colon 




Figure 3.16. Schematic of loading mechanisms for the three types of theragrippers. 
Chemical is loaded into primarily the pNIPAM-AAc hinge layer (TG1), both the 
pNIPAM-AAc layer and large PPF pores (TG2), or primarily in the narrow interstitial 




Figure 3.17. Characterization of drug release from theragrippers. Time lapse optical 
images of fluorescein sodium salt eluting out from theragrippers made via (a) Method 1 
(TG1), (b) Method 2 with salt-leached pores in PPF (TG2), and (c) Method 3, where 
fluorescein is loaded via in situ polymerization (TG3). Note the time scale on each set of 
images, indicating that TG1 and TG2 elute significantly faster than TG3. Pixel intensity 
graphs below each optical image illustrate the varying fluorescein intensity within and 
around each gripper as time elapses and the dye elutes. Note that TG2 has the highest 
intensity due to the dual loading in the pNIPAM-AAc and PPF pores. Scale bar is 1.5 mm. 
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Figure 3.18. Quantified release profiles of dyes, commercial drugs, and kinetic 
analysis. (a) Graph of the cumulative fluorescein release profiles from the theragrippers. 
Zoomed graph details TG3 over a smaller y-axis. (b) Zoomed graph shows the 
cumulative release over the first 6 hours to better define TG1 and TG2 fast release. (c) 
Graph of the fractional release of mesalamine and doxorubicin from theragrippers. (d) 
First order kinetic model applied to each release profile.   
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Figure 3.19. Dual release of multiple dyes from a theragripper. (a) Schematic 
showing the incorporation of rhodamine into the PPF rigid segments and fluorescein 
sodium salt into the pNIPAM-AAc hinge layer. (b-e) Time lapse optical images showing 
the rapid release of fluorescein from the pNIPAM-AAc layer and the slow release of 
rhodamine from the PPF layer. Scale bar is 1 mm.  
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Figure 3.20.  In vitro model of doxorubicin elution. (a) The square non-gripping 
control patch on top of a cell clump (outlined in dotted line). Scale bar is 2 mm. (b) The 
same cell pellet stained with ethidium homodimer after 2 hr of elution via the control 
patch. (c) The DOX-TG1 gripping into a cell clump (outlined in dotted line). Scale bar is 
1 mm. (d) The same cell pellet stained with ethidium homodimer after 2 hr of elution via 
the DOX-TG1. (e-f) Optical and fluorescent images of the detached theragripper tightly 




Figure 3.21. Live/dead assay of in vitro model. Overlaid fluorescent images of cells 
stained with calcein AM and ethidium homodimer after 2 hours of doxorubicin delivery 
via (a) a control non-gripping patch and (b) a theragripper. 
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Figure 3.22. Endoscopic in vivo delivery of theragrippers to porcine stomach.  Drug 
eluting grippers were loaded by absorption with a blue food dye and delivered to the 
stomach of a pig through an endoscope. (a,b) Representative grippers inside a porcine 
stomach containing a model drug (a) and eluting the drug (b). Arrows point to closed 
grippers throughout the stomach. 
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4 Microgrippers for defense applications 
Self-folding metallic microtools also have applications in the defense world. 
“Smart” wireless microgrippers and other self-folding devices can fulfill the military and 
intelligence need for smaller, lighter, and lower power reconnaissance modules. In the 
following sections, self-folding microtools are demonstrated as remote surveillance 
devices for tagging, tracking, and locating and as programmable matter. Chemical, 
thermal, and laser-based actuation schemes are used to show alternatives to the more 
traditional electrical actuation of MEMS devices. These schemes enable these devices to 
respond to their environment, actuate wirelessly, and with low to no power requirements.  
4.1 Tetherless microgrippers with transponder tags* 
 There is a pressing need for the development of “smart”, wireless microscale 
devices for a variety of applications in security and defense[246], medicine[247, 248], remote 
surveillance[249] and distributed networks[250]. These devices typically require a variety of 
functionalities for imaging, communication, logic/memory processing, sensing, and 
actuation. Functional modules are often fabricated using varied processes (e.g. MEMS, 
CMOS, soft-lithography) and may come from a variety of different foundries, post-
fabrication methods are needed to enable wafer-scale assembly in a parallel manner to 
create multi-functional devices. On the macroscale, robotic pick-and-place can be used to 
align and attach parts to specific devices on wafers. However, this serial procedure 
becomes increasingly difficult at sub-mm length scales[1].  Self-assembly has emerged as 
an attractive method to achieve heterogeneous wafer-scale integration in a highly parallel, 
scalable and cost-effective manner[251-256]. It can also be applied to a variety of functional 
*Portions reprinted, with permission, from K. E. Laflin, C. J. Morris, N. Bassik, M. Jamal, D. H. 
Gracias, Tetherless microgrippers with transponder tags, IEEE/ASME Journal of 
Microelectromechanical Systems (JMEMS) 20, 2, 505-511 (2011). © 2011 IEEE. 
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modules including Si-based, polymeric, or other inorganic-based modules. Of the various 
forces that have been used to direct such assembly, molten-solder-based assembly using 
capillary forces[1, 252, 254, 255] is especially attractive for heterogeneous integration because 
solder is electrically conductive, has high surface tension when molten, and has 
considerable mechanical strength when solidified. Additionally, solder can be deposited 
by vapor deposition, electrodeposition, or dip-coating[252, 254, 255, 257]. Moreover, molten 
solder preferentially wets metallic surfaces as compared to Si or polymeric surfaces; 
hence molten solder can be localized in specific surface regions to direct assembly of 
devices to those regions[252, 254, 255]. 
4.1.1 Microgripper fabrication 
Grippers were fabricated in the shape of a hand with rigid segments and flexible 
hinges[84]. The hinges were composed of a thin film metallic chromium (Cr) / gold (Au) 
bilayer[258].  Hinge bending is driven by the release of differential stress between the 
stressed Cr and unstressed Au layers. This bilayer was stabilized with a third rigid 
polymer layer to prevent spontaneous closing. In principle, a variety of polymers could 
serve as triggers for different events. The grippers were released from the wafer by 
dissolving a sacrificial layer. When the rigid polymer layer was softened or dissolved by 
exposure to heat or specific chemicals, each of the Cr/Au bilayer hinges bent, allowing 
the fingers of the grippers to close.    
Figure 4.1 shows our fabrication scheme and integration approach. We deposited 
77 nm of Cr and 300 nm of Au on a 250-nm-thick copper (Cu) sacrificial layer using 
thermal evaporation, and patterned the Cr and Au layers via lift-off[84, 258]. We 
electrodeposited 5-µm-thick Au to define rigid gripper segments, and electrodeposited an 
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additional 1 µm of Cu on top of the Au in a 500 µm squared pattern at the center of each 
gripper. Grippers were also fabricated with 1-µm-thick ferromagnetic nickel (Ni) 
segments with an additional step of electrodeposition prior to Cu electrodeposition.  
Leaving the photoresist (SPR-220 7.0, Microchem) intact, we dip-coated each wafer in a 
Bi-Pb-In-Sn-Cd solder alloy (melting point 47ºC, Indium Corporation), following 
methods outlined in [255] with a 15% ethylene glycol/water mixture (v/v) floating over the 
solder. The resulting solder bond pads were approximately 90 µm high at their peak.  
Finally, we patterned 3-µm-thick Shipley 1827 photoresist (Microchem) to serve as the 
polymer trigger on top of the metal bilayer hinges between each of the rigid segments, as 
shown in Figures 4.1 a and 4.1 b.  It should be noted that alternate polymer triggers can 
also be used to enable a closing response to different chemical or thermal environments. 
4.1.2 Integration of microtransponder tags and applications 
To maximize the functionality of these microgrippers, we explored the potential 
of assembling microelectronic devices onto the backs of the microgrippers. A large 
number of functionalities (e.g. logic/memory, RFID, CMOS imagers) are fabricated using 
Si-based foundry processing. In order to show applicability of attaching commercial 
device chips, we demonstrated assembly of silicon-based RFID-like microtransponders 
onto the grippers.  Transponder tags such as RFID’s enable remote data acquisition in a 
variety of applications, including the tracking of retail products, equipment, animals, 
people, and waste; authentication of people or products; contactless payment for mobile 
phones and toll booths; and access management for public transportation or buildings. 
The size of RFID’s is typically limited by an antenna which governs read distance; for 
example, Hitachi produces a 50 μm x 50 μm sized RFID chip which is sold with a 
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significantly larger cm-sized antenna [259]. We utilized transponder chips which have all 
their transponder components housed within a 500 µm square chip.  These 
microtransponders are similar to RFID’s in that they can transmit their unique 
identification number to an ID reader; however, they do not actually use RF power to 
accomplish this task. They are instead powered by light emanating from a laser diode on 
the ID reader, allowing transponder miniaturization to the sub-millimeter scale.  This size, 
although easily incorporated into our grippers, limits the read distance to roughly 5 mm.   
These commercial transponder chips have been utilized in applications in the 
pharmaceutical industry and behavioral biology fields.  For example, Robinson et al.[260] 
glued these same transponder tags to ants to study individual behavior. Their application 
highlights the need for a small transponder-based tag that can be securely attached. While 
it is relatively straightforward to glue large tags onto large items, attachment of small tags 
presents a significant challenge, especially if it needs to be achieved in a parallel and 
cost-effective manner. Although gluing was effective in the previous demonstration, it 
was achieved in a serial manner and required three to six hours for the glue to fully 
harden. Smart gripping devices could enable the secure attachment of microscale 
transponders as an alternative to gluing, implantation, and other serial integration 
methods. 
4.1.3 Silicon chip and transponder fabrication and assembly 
We prepared diced Si chips by first bonding one Si chip wafer to a Si carrier 
wafer with CrystalbondTM 509 (SPI Supplies).  We then diced only the chip wafer into 
square sections in the size range of 250-500 µm squares using a Disco DAD320 dicing 
saw and an NBC-ZH 2050-SE27HAAA saw blade. We diced partially through the chip 
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wafer, leaving approximately 100 µm of the chip wafer intact and still bonded to the 
carrier wafer. The carrier wafer was then removed by dissolving the CrystalbondTM 
layer with acetone. We then flipped the chip wafer over and remounted it to another 
carrier wafer using the same bonding method so that the diced side of the chip wafer was 
protected and the undiced side was exposed. We lapped this exposed side with 9 μm 
alumina (Al2O3) grit to thin it down from approximately 400 µm to 75 µm using a 
Logitech PM5 Precision Lapping Machine, thereby exposing the trenches created by the 
previous dicing step. We then sputtered 20 nm of titanium (Ti) and 200 nm of Au onto 
the diced chip wafer, still bonded to the carrier wafer, to define a bonding pad for solder 
assembly. Finally, we released the diced chips from the carrier wafer in acetone.    
Commercial transponder tags from PharmaSeq, Inc. (Fort Monmouth, NJ) were 
diced and prepared for assembly in a similar method.  The commercial wafer had 
dimensions of 2 cm by 2 cm and contained 1024 microtransponders. Each transponder 
chip wafer had been previously thinned to 100 µm, polished, and passivated with silicon 
nitride by PharmaSeq to protect the devices from further processing steps. We bonded the 
transponder chip wafer, device-side down, to a carrier wafer with CrystalbondTM 509 
and lapped roughly 25 microns with 9 μm Al2O3 grit to roughen the back of the 
transponder chip wafer (9-27 μm roughness by optical profilometry). We then sputtered 
Ti and Au on the back of the transponder chip wafer and released it from its carrier wafer. 
We re-bonded the transponder chip wafer with the devices exposed (in order to visualize 
individual transponder chips), and diced the wafer to separate the transponders from each 
other.  Finally, we released individual transponder chips from the carrier wafer in acetone. 
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Laser cutting may also be an appropriate technique for creating diced chips, with 
possible advantages in precision and speed.  The technique may also reduce the number 
of carrier wafer bonding steps. However, we utilized conventional dicing because these 
tools are widely available.   
After gripper fabrication, we achieved wafer scale assembly of the diced Si chips 
onto the grippers. Assembly of the chips was done after gripper fabrication but prior to 
sacrificial layer dissolution and gripper release. The addition of a low melting point 
solder pad in the center of the gripper provided a site for the adhesion of a metalized chip.  
The chips were self-assembled onto the grippers using capillary forces from the molten 
solder and were attached due to the minimization of solder interfacial energy[255]. The 
sequential position of this step was important. If the assembly were done after release of 
the grippers from the wafer, grippers would close in the hot assembly solution. 
Alternatively, if this assembly step were done earlier, prior to gripper hinge patterning, 
the 75-100 µm thick chips would introduce significant topography, impeding resist 
spinning and photolithographic alignment. Additionally, the assembly step was achieved 
in relatively mild solutions so as to not dissolve or degrade the polymer hinges prior to 
use. 
To accomplish the assembly, we placed the chips in a glass vial with 20 mL of 
water and 500 µL of acetic acid and heated the liquid to 65˚C. Once the liquid was at the 
desired temperature, we added a section of the gripper-patterned wafer to the vial.  The 
chips were swirled around the upward facing tilted wafer and allowed to settle onto the 
gripper-patterned wafer, and then shaken down the face of the wafer.  This process was 
repeated for two minutes. Incorrectly assembled chips, such as multiple chips attaching to 
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a single bond pad, were removed by tapping the jar. The gripper-patterned wafer piece 
with attached chips was removed and rinsed with cool deionized water (Figure 4.1 c). 
After assembly, we released the grippers with attached chips from the wafer by 
dissolving the Cu sacrificial layer in an 8% ferric chloride solution (Figure 4.1 d). 
Grippers with integrated chips were stored in water. These tetherless grippers could then 
be actuated in liquid or air in response to heat or several organic chemicals (Figure 4.1 e). 
4.1.4 Solder dipping and self assembly yield 
Capillary forces from the molten solder alloy adhesion pad directed the self-
assembly of the Si-based and commercial transponder chips by enabling bonding of the 
metalized side of the chips to the solder pad on each unreleased gripper, as shown in 
Figure 4.2. Solder dip-coating yields averaged 68% over 14 full wafers of medium- and 
large-sized grippers and were dependent on the type of metal used for the bonding pad, 
type of solvent, and solution temperature. Dip-coating yield was defined as the ratio of 
the number of solder-coated bond pads to the total number of bond pads. We observed 
yields of approximately 60% with the use of either Au or Cu as the bond pad metal. 
Yields as high as 99% were observed for bond pads coated with both Cu and Au.  
Yields were highest in an aqueous solution of ethylene glycol (EG, 15% v/v) 
whose pH was adjusted to 2 using hydrochloric acid (HCl). EG enhanced the solubility of 
salt byproducts during HCl cleaning, but a higher concentration of EG tended to dissolve 
the photoresist. The ideal dip-coating temperature was 10-15˚C above the melting 
temperature of the solder which was approximately 60-65˚C in our case. This 
temperature ensured complete solder melting without adverse effects on the photoresist. 
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Additionally, we were careful to remove the wafer slowly from the solder to ensure 
equilibrium wetting and a relatively uniform solder volume on each bond pad. 
After bond pads were coated with solder by dip-coating, chips were assembled 
onto these bond pads. Chip assembly yield, defined as the ratio of the number of bond 
pads with assembled chips compared to the total number of solder bond pads, averaged 
78% with yields as high as 93% observed.  The average assembly was based on six full 
wafers, two half wafer sections, and nine quarter wafer sections. In general, smaller wafer 
sections had a higher yield due to higher parts-to-bonding-site ratios.   
The assembly yield was dependent on the chip assembly conditions, including the 
fluid temperature, type of agitation, and chip concentration.  We obtained assemblies 
with the highest yields using a temperature approximately 10-15˚C above the melting 
point of the solder. Additionally, a high part-to-binding-site ratio (2000 chips to 50-100 
sites) was necessary for optimal yields.  Minimization of the solder interfacial energy 
helped secure and attach chips at the center of each gripper.  
We also observed alignment and tilt defects at the lower assembly temperatures 
and shorter assembly times required by our process.  Higher temperatures or longer self-
assembly times resulted in further energy minimization and therefore self-alignment, but 
also led to a degraded polymer material needed for eventual actuation of the gripper 
hinges.  
We found that the use of chips larger than the bond pad caused poor alignment, 
while the use of smaller-sized chips often caused multiple chips to assemble onto a single 
bond pad. Similarly-sized chips and bond pads were ideal.  Additionally, a large amount 
of solder on the bond pad led to significant tilt relative to the substrate. However, it 
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should be noted that the functionality of the integrated gripper-transponder system was 
tolerant of these tilt and alignment defects, so the minimization of these types of defects 
was not critical. 
The order of steps during dicing of the chips and back-side metallization 
significantly affected chip assembly yields. Lapping the parts created a microscale level 
of surface roughness on the back of the chips, which is known to enhance capillary-force-
driven wetting and spreading[257].  It was also important to metalize the back-side of the 
chips after dicing (as opposed to before), which allowed metal to also deposit on portions 
of the thin sidewalls on each chip.  The presence of this metal (Ti and Au) is confirmed in 
Figure 4.3. The figure inset also shows small metallic curls that formed from residual 
metal deposited between the diced chips, a feature only present when we performed the 
metal deposition step last.  Surprisingly, the presence of the additional metal had a large 
effect on observed yield. When we carried out metallization before dicing, as we did for 
the commercial transponder chips, self-assembly yields were between 0% and 5%. If 
laser cutting were used for this application, it would still be necessary to generate rough 
metallic edges during cutting, which enhance solder wetting after metallization. 
Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) on the diced chip side walls, shown 
in Figure 4.4, also established that elements from the solder were present on the side 
walls following assembly. In addition to the dominant Au and Ti peaks, Bi, Pb, and Sn 
can be seen in the side wall EDX curve. Quantification of composition from the side wall 
EDX data did not yield significant levels of Bi or Pb, because the Au peak was so 
dominant; however their peaks are evident on the EDX curve.  We believe these features 
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explain the difference in yield between the Si chips with metalized side walls and 
microtransponder chips without metalized side walls. 
4.1.5 Microgripper actuation en masse 
We demonstrated the actuation of grippers of varying sizes with both Si-based 
and transponder chips.  The lower size limit of the grippers in this study was constrained 
by the size of the chips, but current studies indicate that gripper operation works at much 
smaller size scales, as small as 200 µm tip-to-tip. Figure 4.5 a shows numerous Si-chip-
integrated grippers of three sizes after release from the wafer. It is important to note that 
these tetherless grippers remained flat and closed only on exposure to the appropriate 
thermal or chemical cue.  
Upon exposure to a temperature greater than 40ºC, the grippers began to close en 
masse due to softening of the polymer trigger and release of the stress within the metallic 
bilayer hinge.  In the experiment shown in Figures 4.5 a and b, the temperature of the 
water was raised from room temperature to 43ºC. In general, grippers closed faster in 
hotter water. Grippers also closed upon exposure to solvents such as acetone and 
isopropyl alcohol, indicating a chemo-mechanical response. As compared to thermal 
actuation, grippers closed in these liquids at a much faster rate, typically within a second. 
In Figure 4.5, the large grippers are approximately 3.5 mm when open and 1 mm 
when closed, and contain a Si chip that is 600 µm by 600 µm. The medium-sized grippers 
are approximately 2.5 mm when open and 725 µm when closed, and contain a Si chip 
that is 600 µm by 600 µm. The smallest Si-chip-integrated grippers are approximately 1.6 
mm when open and 450 µm when closed, and contain a 250 µm by 250 µm Si chip.     
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4.1.6 Tagging applications of transponder-integrated microgrippers 
The integrated grippers are intended for multifunctional use wherein the chip 
provides advanced electronic or optical functionalities and the gripper provides secure 
attachment, triggered by a specific cue. Hence, the integrated gripper should be able to 
securely attach to small objects upon exposure to a particular thermal or chemical 
stimulus. On attachment, the chip needs to be well bonded to the gripper, and neither the 
chip nor the gripper should detach during actuation or subsequent mechanical agitation. 
In addition, it would be advantageous if the gripper actuation and attachment process 
were relatively benign and compatible with living organisms.  
Figure 4.6 shows images of a microtransponder-integrated gripper attaching onto 
a single textile fiber placed in water, where the surrounding temperature was increased 
from 25°C to 43°C on a hotplate.  After closing, the transponder remained attached to the 
back side of the gripper, and the gripper was securely attached to the fiber.  
Integrated gripper actuation and attachment can also be achieved in air (Figure 
4.7 a-b). Here, actuation onto woven textile fibers was triggered by shining a 250 watt 
halogen bulb heat lamp for roughly 10 minutes from a distance of approximately 10 cm 
away from the grippers. The temperature of the fibers surrounding the grippers was 
measured to be 65°C with an infrared probe. We attributed the longer heating time to the 
fact that the dense fibrous nature of this particular textile prevented complete folding.  
We verified that the ability of these grippers to attach to fibers was robust and that the 
grippers did not fall off with shaking. 
To demonstrate gripping devices as an alternative to gluing for the attachment of 
transponder tags, as well as compatibility with living creatures, we closed a Si-chip-
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integrated gripper around the bristles of a fall webworm caterpillar (Hyphantria cunea).  
The gripper was dropped onto the caterpillar in its open conformation and actuated with a 
10 µL droplet of acetone that was dispensed using a micropipette.  The gripper closed 
tightly around the small spiny bristles of the caterpillar, and the caterpillar continued 
crawling on the leaves and eating, as shown in Figure 4.8.  It should be noted that these 
grippers have also previously been demonstrated to securely attach to clumps of cells[84], 
beads[84] and metal wires[261]. From our studies, we observed that attachment was secure. 
However, grippers were occasionally observed to fall off very thin objects such as the 
caterpillar bristles. In this case, the grippers did not break, but rather slid off the thin 
bristles. 
After attachment, we verified functionality of the microtransponder-integrated 
gripper. The transponders were successfully identified by their unique identification 
numbers using the laser reader provided by PharmaSeq. This verification demonstrated 
that neither gripper nor transponder functionality was impaired during integration and 
actuation.  
4.1.7 Conclusions 
We have demonstrated a technique for the integration of chip-based devices onto 
thermo-chemically actuating grippers.  The integration of Si-based chips onto the 
grippers is directed at enabling multi-functionality of gripping devices by providing 
capabilities for imaging, sensing, and communication. Our grippers can be fabricated in a 
range of sizes to accommodate varying microscale devices.   The advantages of the 
integration scheme include parallel assembly and versatility in the types of functional 
modules that can be attached. We have shown that commercial unpackaged chips can be 
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attached to the grippers; hence it is conceivable that other modules such as solar sensors, 
photodiodes, charge-coupled device (CCD) imagers, light emitting diodes (LEDs), and 
logic and memory chips could also be commercially obtained and attached.   
The grippers’ chemo-mechanical actuation lends itself well to actuation en masse 
and event-based gripping. Here, the choice of polymer determines its sensitivity and 
selectivity to different thermal and chemical cues. For example, our laboratory has 
demonstrated elsewhere grippers that utilize biopolymer triggers and actuate on exposure 
to specific enzymes[85]. Hence, these grippers can be utilized for a variety of event-based 
cues of relevance to numerous security, defense, and medical applications. 
During the application of these integrated grippers, I recognized that our 
traditional methods of actuation – thermal and chemical – presented challenges for air-
based devices. The radiation of heat from a heat lamp, for example, is highly inefficient, 
with significant energy loss due to convection. Additionally, the ability of specific 
chemicals to dissolve or degrade the polymer hinge trigger is not conveyed to airborne 
chemicals or vapors. Thus, new mechanisms for efficient air-based actuation are needed 
to enable defense applications, many of which take place on land.  
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Figure 4.1.  Fabrication scheme for grippers integrated with Si-based device chips. 
(a-b) Fabrication of the grippers with bond pads for chip attachment, (c) self-assembly of 
chips onto the bond pads, (d) release of integrated grippers from the substrate, and (e) 




Figure 4.2.  En masse self-assembly of Si chips onto grippers. Optical microscopy 
image of wafer scale assembly of unpatterned Si chips onto grippers. The inset shows an 





Figure 4.3.  Side wall deposition improves assembly yield. SEM image of diced and 
metalized unpatterned Si chips showing metallization on side walls and residual metal 
curls, both which aid in assembly.  The inset shows a zoomed SEM image of the metallic 




Figure 4.4.  Analysis of side wall solder deposition. (a) SEM image of a chip-integrated 
gripper. An unpatterned Si chip sits on top of a solder bond pad attached to a gripper, (b) 
an inset of the chip showing metal deposited on the side wall, (c) the EDX analysis of the 





Figure 4.5.  Si-chip integrated grippers before and after closing. Optical images and 
insets of (a) flat Si-chip-integrated grippers in water at room temperature and (b) closed 
grippers in water at 43ºC. Scale bars are 500 µm. Grippers remain flat and close only on 




Figure 4.6.  RFID gripper closing around a fiber. (a-c) Time lapse optical microscopy 
images of transponder-integrated gripper thermal actuation around a piece of string. The 
time is indicated in min:sec. The image in (d) shows gripper attachment from a different 
angle, (e) zoomed image showing the transponder. Scale bar in (a) – (d) is 500 µm and in 




Figure 4.7. Si-chip integrated grippers closing onto a sweater. Optical microscopy 
image at different magnifications of Si-chip-integrated grippers thermally actuated on 




Figure 4.8. Si-chip integrated gripper closing onto a moving caterpillar. (a-b) Optical 
images of a webworm caterpillar crawling on a plant with attached Si-chip-integrated 
gripper, (c) optical microscopy image of a Si-chip-integrated gripper on caterpillar, (d) 




4.2 Laser-triggered sequential folding of microstructures* 
 In my own work and in the literature, we see examples of how origami-inspired 
fabrication and actuation schemes provide a means to fold and consequently transform 
planar lithographically patterned structures into three-dimensional materials and devices 
in a highly parallel manner.[189, 262-264] While self-folding of somewhat complicated 
structures such as bi-directionally corrugated sheets[265] or truncated octahedra[266] can be 
achieved without precise control of folding pathways, sequential control of folding 
pathways is an essential feature of paper origami and would be needed for folding of 
more complex and especially nested structures. Further, the accurate and sequential 
control of folding has been shown to endow programmability.[267] 
In order to fold a structure, energy is required to fold flat panels out of the plane, 
and as comprehensively reviewed by Leong et al.,[189] a variety of strategies has been 
utilized to enable hinged actuation for controlled folding at small size scales. I have 
discussed examples of electrical[262] and pneumatic[268] actuation, which allow sequential 
folding with high accuracy and specificity, but the structures need to be wired to external 
controls. I have also discussed the need for more efficient methods of actuation required 
for defense applications. Photothermal or laser-triggered actuation provides a wireless 
and efficient means to direct folding over large distances. Indeed, optically actuated 
folding has been achieved using shape memory[269] and other polymers,[270-272] thin metal 
films,[273] and carbon nanotubes.[39, 274-276] This actuation methodology has opened up 
applications on a variety of length scales such as force detection on the nanoscale,[39] to 
*Portions reprinted with permission from “Laser triggered sequential folding of microstructures”, K. 
E. Laflin, C. J. Morris, T. Muqueem, D. H. Gracias, Applied Physics Letters 101, 131901 (2012). 
Copyright 2012, AIP Publishing LLC. 
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the creation of split ring resonator arrays on the microscale[277] to reconfigurable medical 
devices on the macroscale.[269] 
In some of these applications, however, photothermal actuation necessitated 
positioning and focusing the laser beam with mirrors or lenses resulting in hundreds to 
thousands of W/cm2 for actuation.[270, 278, 279] In a number of defense and medical 
applications, there is a need to reduce energy consumption, evade detection, and improve 
portability and maneuverability.[100, 247, 280, 281] Hence, large and complex setups become 
less desirable and devices which rapidly respond with significant motion to low intensity 
irradiation via commercially available lasers would provide enhanced capabilities for 
surgical operations,[100, 247] robotics,[280, 281] and initiation of energetic materials.[282] 
Previously, we have shown how a polymer trigger on a pre-stressed metallic bilayer can 
be utilized to enable stimuli-responsive folding based on temperature[283] and chemicals 
including glucose[84] and enzymes.[85] Here, we demonstrate sequential folding of 
microstructures using low power laser irradiation, allowing long distance wireless 
actuation in air with high spatial specificity. Folding is achieved using commercially 
available hand-held lasers that are lightweight and portable, and require just AA batteries. 
4.2.1 Materials and methods of fabrication and actuation 
The intrinsic stress built into thin film hinges acts as the driving force for folding, 
as I have shown in previous devices like the metallic microgrippers used for biologic 
tissue sampling. The thin film hinges contain a layer of chromium (Cr) with high intrinsic 
stress and a layer of gold (Au) with low stress. This mismatch of stress along a common 
boundary causes bending of the hinges.[84] These Cr/Au bilayer hinges are patterned 
between thicker rigid segments, with multiple hinges on each structure that are used to 
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facilitate folding sequences. A polymer film is patterned atop each Cr/Au hinge and 
keeps it flat until the polymer film is heated by the laser and softened.  
We fabricated the microstructures on silicon wafers using thermally evaporated 
copper (Cu, thickness = 100 nm) as a sacrificial layer. We used three steps of 
photolithography, the first to pattern thermally evaporated Cr/Au hinges (Figure 4.9 a), 
the second to pattern electrodeposited rigid Au segments, and the third to pattern SC1827 
photoresist (Microchem) triggers atop the bilayer hinges. The thicknesses of the different 
layers varied with size of the structures and desired folding angle, and were obtained 
using a multilayer thin film curvature model.[86] Structures were released from the 
substrate in 10% ferric chloride solution through dissolution of the Cu sacrificial layer. 
They were rinsed and stored in deionized (DI) water until use. 
4.2.2 Characterization of laser-triggered actuation 
We studied optical folding of microstructures ranging in size from 300 μm to 3 
mm using two different hand-held lasers: a green laser (Wicked Lasers, 532 nm, 40mW, 
1.5 mm beam diameter) and a near infrared laser (Freak lasers, 808 nm, 100 mW, 3 mm 
beam diameter). We observed that the microstructures folded when irradiated with either 
laser beam. We attributed bending of the hinge to heating of the polymer trigger above its 
Tg of approximately 40ºC, which we have measured in prior studies.
[84] On heating, the 
polymer softens and no longer restrains the stressed Cr/Au bilayer resulting in 
spontaneous bending.[84] By varying the relative spatial length scale of irradiation as 
compared to the size of the microstructures, multiple or single integrated microstructures 
could be folded. Actuation could be tuned to specific size scales by focusing or 
broadening the laser beam to different diameters with a lens, providing the user 
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significant control over actuation. For example, upon irradiation with a spatially diffuse 
laser beam, multiple microgrippers integrated with 40 μm hinges were folded at once 
(Figure 4.9 b). In contrast, relatively focused laser irradiation was used to fold individual 
microgrippers (Figure 4.9 c). Hence, parallel or individual deployment of sensors or 
actuators can be achieved.  
We were able to wirelessly fold devices up to three feet away and observed that 
the time scale of bending of a hinge varied between 67 milliseconds and 21 seconds, 
depending on wavelength and intensity of laser irradiation. We characterized laser-
triggered folding using microgrippers (1.5 mm) and examining the effect of distance 
(Figure 4.10 a) and irradiance (Figure 4.10 b) on time-to-close using ten samples for 
each condition. Here, time-to-close (tc) was the time it took for each device to go from its 
open conformation to a visibly closed conformation, at which point all further folding and 
movement stopped. The initial time corresponded with the start of laser irradiation. We 
observed that tc was directly proportional to d
2 (Figure 4.10 a) where d was the distance 
between the laser and the folding microstructure. We attributed this observation to the 
fact that tc was inversely proportional to laser irradiance, following the empirical fit in 
Figure 4.10 b and our theoretical discussion below. Laser irradiance was also inversely 
proportional to d2 due to divergence of the laser beam, resulting in an expected 
proportionality between tc and d
2. Our observations suggest that lasers with low 
divergence could enable fast actuation even at larger actuation distances, which is 
particularly relevant for defense applications in hostile environments. 
One of the highlights of optical actuation is the possibility to enable frequency 
selective actuation that can be facilitated by utilizing materials with different absorption 
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characteristics. Our method can be engineered to be frequency-selective with the 
appropriate selection of laser wavelength and irradiance, hinge metal, and hinge polymer 
trigger. In our system, the absorbance of both the gold metal31 and the polymer trigger 
material in the flexible hinges is significantly higher at 532 nm than at 808 nm (Figure 
4.11). Hence, lower irradiance is required, and faster folding is achieved using a 532 nm 
laser (Figure 4.10 b). In the experiments used to obtain data shown in Figure 4.10 b, we 
irradiated an identically sized microgripper but varied the irradiance using neutral density 
filters (Thorlabs) mounted in front of each laser. Although both lasers were able to fold 
the grippers, the irradiance required to achieve a specific tc, or indeed, any folding at all, 
varied significantly. For example, the 532 nm laser could close grippers at irradiances as 
low as 680mW/cm2, but more than 2 W/cm2 was needed with the 808 nm laser.  
In our measurements of the dependence of tc on irradiance , we observed 
multiple regimes (Figure 4.10 b). We observed a threshold irradiance below which no 
folding occurred, presumably due to insufficient heating of the polymer trigger. At 
intermediate irradiance, small decreases led to significantly slower folding times, likely 
due to heat loss via convection and conduction to the surrounding air as well as 
conduction to the substrate below. At larger irradiance, we observed an inverse 
relationship between tc and . To understand these regimes, we analytically and 
numerically modeled heat loss from the microgripper due to conduction into a 
surrounding air domain. Although each microgripper device was initially planar within a 
short distance from the microgripper surface, heat loss into the surrounding air rapidly 
approached that of a point source in spherical coordinates. We therefore approximated 




area to obtain a solution for the steady state temperature rise at the surface sT . Starting 
with the heat equation in spherical coordinates, we set the time derivative to zero for the 


















We integrated this equation once and applied a boundary condition to solve for the 














Using a boundary condition of r = 0 is not feasible, so we approximated a boundary 
condition at the external surface of a sphere with radius r0 which has a surface area 
equivalent to the surface area of heat loss from the microgripper. We equated the area of 
this heat loss, Aloss, to the surface area of this equivalent sphere ( ) and to the actual 
surface area of the gripper ( ), where f1 is a fill factor relating the heat loss from a 








0 24 RfrAloss    (3) 
 
We equated the two areas and solved an expression for r0 as 
 2/0 lfRr   (4) 
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When the microgripper is illuminated with a laser with an irradiance of I0, that heat is 
absorbed by the microgripper. Thus we modeled the heat loss from the gripper as coming 
from a point source at the center of the approximated sphere. At steady state, the power 
provided by the laser is equal to the heat lost from the gripper, where k is the thermal 
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We applied the previous definitions of surface area of the gripper from equation 3 and 



































where fa is another fill factor relating the absorption of energy by a disc to the absorption 
by the gripper. Heat is lost from both sides of the gripper but only absorbed by one side, 
hence the extra factor of 2 in the denominator of the equation. We then substituted 
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T a   (9) 
 
We solved for C2 using the boundary condition of r approaching infinity, where T = Ti. 










   (10) 
 
We also numerically calculated the transient temperature response using a two-
dimensional axisymmetric model in ANSYS (v13) for a variety of microgripper sizes and 
optical power levels, and consistently found calculated steady state microgripper surface 
temperature changes to be within 7.3% of those predicted by equation (10).   
Each transient solution closely followed the exponential relationship, 
 /1 tsT T e     , with a time constant  depending primarily on microgripper size.  We 
obtained an expression for  corresponding to a closing temperature rise of ct cT  by 
rearranging the exponential relationship and expressing the resulting natural logarithm as 
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   (12) 
Assuming that  is directly proportional to , equation (12) correctly predicts 
the 
0I rI
rI1  behavior observed at higher laser irradiances. We also used the empirical power 
law fit for the 532 nm source in Fig. 2b, the assumption that  was precisely 15% of the 
applied irradiance[284], a numerically calculated value for 
0I
 , and equation (12) to 
calculate an average  of 46°C.  This result corresponds to an average closing 
temperature of 69°C for an initial room temperature of 23°C, which is consistent with 
past observations of microgripper closure between 40 and 95°C.[84] Although more 
accurate calculations would require a more detailed knowledge of the relationship 
between  and , and validation with actual measured values for , the approximated 




4.2.3 Sequential folding of unique devices and hinges 
One major advantage of laser-triggered actuation is the high precision achieved 
by spatial control over folding. Consequently, by directing a laser beam at individual 
hinges, it is possible to sequentially fold structures as might be required in reconfigurable 
systems[285] or programmable matter.[267] We were able to sequentially fold individual 
arms of a four-membered structure (Figure 4.12). Even though we utilized lasers to heat 
the hinges, it is noteworthy that laser intensity could be adjusted so that heating of 
spatially separated hinges can be localized, such that triggering one hinge does not trigger 
adjacent hinges.   
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As further demonstration of control over devices, we fabricated sequentially 
folded, nested three-dimensional (3D) patterned cubes (Figure 4.13). A small, uniquely 
patterned cruciform was placed in the interior of a larger patterned cruciform. The 40 
mW, 532-nm laser-triggered folding of the smaller cruciform without folding the larger 
one. Subsequently, the same laser was used to trigger folding of each face of the larger 
cruciform around the already folded smaller cube, creating two nested cubes. This high 
precision demonstration of sequential folding on two size scales highlights considerable 
user control over the complexity of structures that can be fabricated via laser-triggered 
actuation. Such nested structures are reminiscent of vesosomes[286] and cellular organelles 
offering the possibility for spatially sequestered functional modalities or chemicals within 
a single package such as would be required in cascading reactions. The possibility for 
unique functionality is enhanced by the ability to pre-pattern such structures in many 
different shapes[188] with specific pores or circuits using basic lithographic techniques 
prior to assembling them into complex nested devices.  Further, metallic structures 
function as micro-Faraday cages and could be used to protect, for instance, highly 
sensitive electromagnetic devices from noisy environments.  
4.2.4 Conclusions 
In summary, this work demonstrates the sequential, wireless, low power laser-
triggered folding of microstructures. Precisely focused heating afforded by laser actuation 
allows for sequential, spatially controlled folding, which is a key development especially 
for defense and robotics applications. Collimated light produced by lasers can 
theoretically actuate devices at large distances with similarly precise spatial control. The 
microdevices demonstrated in this work can be utilized in defense applications such as 
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the remote initiation of energetic materials,[282] which have been demonstrated as 
microthrusters in robotics,[287] and in the attachment of transponder tags or other 
electronics to various surfaces[288].  Compatibility of the fabrication process with planar 
lithographic methods offers the possibility for integration of logic/memory circuits, 
sensors, transponder tags and optical modules such as light emitting diodes (LEDs) for 






Figure 4.9. Conceptual schematic and experimental realization of laser actuated 
folding. (a) Schematic showing the fabrication scheme for the microstructures. Flexible 
Cr/Au bilayer hinges alternate with rigid Au segments. A polymer trigger is patterned 
atop the flexible hinges. Bending occurs when the polymer is softened on heating by laser 
irradiation. (b), (c) Optical microscopy images of a 532 nm laser inducing folding of 
microstructures. Actuation at different scales is possible by focusing or broadening the 
laser spot. (b) Multiple microgrippers are closed at once by a laser beam. Scale bar is 500 
µm. Insets show schematics of open and closed grippers. (c) Individual microgrippers are 





Figure 4.10. Characterization of laser-triggered folding of microdevices. (a) Graph 
showing the time to close tc versus distance of the laser from the microstructure, d. (b) 
Graph showing tc versus laser irradiance ( ), from a visible (green diamonds) and near-





Figure 4.11. Polymer hinge trigger absorbance. (a) Graph of the absorbance spectrum 
of the polymer trigger as a function of wavelength. (b) Graph of the absorbance spectrum 
of the polymer trigger, zoomed into the relevant wavelengths for our lasers. The green 
star indicates the absorbance of the 532 nm laser. The purple star indicates the 
absorbance of the 808 nm laser. Absorbance measurements were done using a 
Spectramax Plus 384 microplate spectrophotometer (Molecular Probes). 
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Figure 4.12. Sequential folding with spatial control. (a) Schematic of a four-membered 
structure folded sequentially. (b) Optical microscopy images of sequential actuation of 
individual hinges within a single four-membered structure using a 532 nm laser. Scale bar 




Figure 4.13. Sequential folding of nested cubes. (a) Schematic and (b) optical 
microscopy images of the sequential folding of two patterned cruciforms into nested 





 In this thesis, I have demonstrated how stimuli-responsive microtools can be 
applied to both biomedical and defense applications. In both applications, these tools 
enable a paradigm shift from one-tool-per-task to a statistical approach. By utilizing 
many tiny tools, either to collect hundreds of tissue samples for cancer detection or to tag 
and track a target, the likelihood of achieving our goal are improved. The wireless control 
of these devices further facilitates their application. This feature allows these tools to 
wend through narrow conduits of the body, unhindered. It also allows for remote 
surveillance and covert tagging of targets, keeping soldiers out of harm’s way. Because 
they contain all of the energy necessary for actuation in their hinges, there is no need for 
a bulky battery or large antenna; thus there is little limiting their miniaturization. 
Additionally, their stimuli-responsiveness targets their action towards a specific condition 
or event, increasing their specificity. Their wide application in surgery, drug delivery, 
tagging and tracking, and programmable matter is a testament to their versatility.  
For surgical applications, we demonstrated in vivo biopsies of tissue clumps 
within the GI tract. These tools enable a statistical sampling of a large-area organ, where 
hundreds of small samples can more effectively detect small lesions as compared to a few 
large samples taken by the standard biopsy forceps. We developed new material 
combinations to further miniaturize these grippers for the capture of single cells, with 
both in vivo and in vitro applications.  
We demonstrated these grippers as drug delivery devices, with the site-specific 
controlled release of commercial drugs for inflammatory bowel disease and cancer from 
the polymer layers of the grippers. These therapeutic grippers showed an advantageous 
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biphasic release pattern, with the potential for quick release to achieve the therapeutic 
dose paired with slow release to maintain the dose.  
For defense applications, microelectronics were integrated onto the grippers for 
enhanced remote surveillance. These devices are a significant improvement over the large, 
bulky devices used currently for tagging, tracking, and locating. Their ability to 
autonomously grip onto hair, clothing, and moving targets is of considerable importance 
to the intelligence community. The actuation of such devices with lasers is also an 
improvement for long range robotics and actuation.  
 The challenges are still great, however, for micro- and nanoscale tools. Specificity 
and sensitivity are critical to the success of such tools. For biomedical applications, 
greater specificity could allow the targeting of certain cells or tissues. The ability to seek 
out and destroy cancer cells, for example, before they grow beyond a single cell would be 
a huge step towards cancer prevention. Antibodies and enzymes are among the most 
specific biological and chemical targeting mechanisms and could be incorporated onto 
the surface, used in an actuation mechanism, or released from within these or other 
microscale devices. For tagging, tracking, and locating and other covert reconnaissance 
applications, specificity is also critical. While an operator recognizes a target by sight, the 
ability to detect targets by other means is desirable. For example, a device that could 
detect and target specific biological or chemical warfare agents could help national 
security identify both dangerous equipment and personnel.  
Similarly, sensitivity is of utmost importance for the future employment of 
microscale tools. Sensitivity and specificity go hand in hand because many of the 
chemicals we wish to sense appear in parts per million (ppm) and parts per billion (ppb) 
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concentrations in the body and in the air. These devices need both attributes to successful 
achieve more effective targeting.  
For biomedical applications, biocompatibility of materials continues to be a 
challenge. Our microscale tools are appropriate for use in the GI tract due to the high 
clearance rate of mucus in the body. However, biocompatible and biodegradable 
materials that cause no imflammatory or immune response are necessary to move truly 
inside the body and to gain the confidence of doctors and patients. Many materials 
currently under investigation, including NIPAM and other polymers, quantum dots, and 
metallic nanoparticles do not meet these requirements. Significant advances in materials 
science are required to retain the benefits of these materials while enhancing their 
biocompatibility.  
As miniaturized devices play a “bigger” role in technology and our modern lives, 
we as engineers and scientists need to consider seriously the limitations of current 
fabrication methods, actuation mechanisms, materials, and power sources. Novel micro- 
and nanoscale devices will be built from even smaller components like DNA, utilizing 
bottom-up fabrication schemes such as self-assembly, and will need to gather energy 
from and respond to conditions in the environment around them. While this challenge is a 
great one, the reward is equally great.  
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7 Appendix A: A note on the biocompatibility of pNIPAM.  
 
Poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) or pNIPAM is a thermoresponsive polymer that undergoes 
a transition from hydrophilic below 32°C to hydrophobic above 32°C. With an LCST so 
close to body temperature, it is a natural choice as a biomaterial and has been used 
extensively as such in the literature. However, concerns exist over the biocompatibility of 
pNIPAM and its use in biomedical devices. Our literature investigation, as well as our 
own experiments, demonstrates that this concern is unfounded for our particular drug 
delivery system.  
 
Acrylamide, the building block of pNIPAM, is found in food and cosmetics. It is created 
in small quantities naturally in some foods as a byproduct of the Maillard effect during 
high temperature baking, roasting, and frying.[289]  While high concentrations have been 
shown to be neurotoxic and carcinogenic, a 2002 report by the Food and Agriculture 
Organization of the United Nations and World Health Organization determined that the 
small quantities found in food (0.3-0.8 µg/kg body weight) were 500-2000 times below 
the concentration required to cause fertility or neuropathy problems. While only limited 
data on the carcinogenicity of the acryamide found in food exist, these data suggest that 
there is no evidence of increased cancer risk due to occupational exposure from food.[290] 
 
Although the NIPAM monomer is known to be cytotoxic, pNIPAM has been shown to be 
non-cytotoxic in vitro at biologically relevant concentrations.[291] pNIPAM has been used 
extensively in cell culture and tissue engineering for the creation of cell sheets.[292, 293] For 
this application, NIPAM is polymerized and bonded to a polystyrene tissue culture dish. 
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Upon cooling of the dish to below 32°C, the pNIPAM layer swells, forcing the 
detachment of the cell sheet.[292, 294] This technique eliminates the need for proteolytic 
enzymes for cell detachment which can affect cell membrane proteins and cell function. 
Currently, several in vivo demonstrations and clinical trials are underway using this 
technology including corneal surface reconstruction, myocardial tissue grafts, and 
esophageal ulcer and wound healing.[293] As an injectable hydrogel, pNIPAM cytotoxicity 
was evaluated on both 3T3 mouse fibroblasts and retinal pigment epithelial cells.[291] 
High concentrations did show slight cytotoxicity, but biologically relevant concentrations 
showed no adverse effects in vitro.  
 
pNIPAM and pNIPAM-AAc hydrogels have also been tested as drug delivery devices 
and injectable scaffolds in vivo both in this work and in the literature. In our own 
theragripper deployment into a live porcine esophagus and stomach, there was no acute 
toxicity or inflammation observed during the course of the experiment. In another study, 
pNIPAM-AAc beads were loaded with human calcitonin and delivered intramuscularly to 
rats.[295] pNIPAM-grafted gelatin was used as an injectable, thermoresponsive scaffold in 
the subcutaneous tissue of rats and monitored over 12 weeks.[296] On the first day after 
injection, macrophages and neutrophils were observed at the injection site, but shortly 
thereafter the inflammation response subsided, and fibroblasts from the native tissue 
migrated into the scaffold. A similar study also evaluated the long term in vivo 
subcutaneous cytotoxicity and inflammatory response of pNIPAM as an injectable 
hydrogel in mice. As in the previous study, they also measured a small acute 
inflammatory response 48 hours after injection but no signs of chronic inflammation five 
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months after injection.[291] 
 
The more significant barrier to pNIPAM’s use as a biomaterial in vivo is the potential for 
bioaccumulation and depolymerization into its toxic monomer. There are methods of 
creating degradable pNIPAM and studies that demonstrate that the degradation products 
are also biocompatible;[291] however these methods have required more complicated 
chemistry than our simple photopatternablepNIPAM-AAc. Although our material is not 
currently enzymatically degradable, the theragrippers are not intended as permanent 
implants. They are designed to remain for the duration of drug delivery (approximately 1 
week) and then be shed by the natural shedding of the gastrointestinal mucus. Previous 
experiments using the metallic microgrippers have shown that the high turnover rate of 
gastrointestinal mucus clears out all grippers from the lower GI tract within a period of 1 
month. In this study, 1000-3000 metallic microgrippers were deployed in the esophagus 
and colon of three live pigs. After 35 days, the animal was euthanized and the GI tract 
was removed. Under magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) observation, no metallic 
microgrippers remained in any portion of the GI tract. We expect the polymeric 
theragrippers to be excreted in the same way over a similar period of time. Thus, there 
would be no opportunity for bioaccumulation or degradation of the theragrippers in the 
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